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PREFACE 

My chief aim in writing this book is to lay down 

those rules of management of fruit trees in pots 
which, from a lifelong experience, I have found 
to be essential to success. I have avoided 

theory as far as possible, and confined myself to 
the advocacy of what is simple, practical, and 

useful, and I have endeavoured to treat each 

step in the process with the utmost clearness 
and care, so as to avoid as far as possible any 
chance of mistake on the part of those who 
wish to adopt my method. 

The severe frosts that occurred between the 
years 1850 and 1860, and especially those of the 

year 1860, destroyed all the fruit out-of-doors. 

It then occurred to the late Mr. T. Rivers that 

something should be done to protect fruit trees 
from frosts, especially during the flowering stage. 
The result was the construction of the “ orchard 

house,” or glass structure without artificial heat. 
v a3 
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These houses have been found invaluable ever 
since. 

In 1903 nearly all the fruit out-of-doors was 

destroyed by the severe spring frosts, while fruit 
trees in the orchard houses yielded magnificent 
and abundant crops. I venture to say, without 
fear of contradiction, that orchard houses are 

the most trustworthy structures to insure a 

good crop of fruit every year. The protection 
afforded by glass was at first thought sufficient 
to keep out all frost, but as time went on, it 
was deemed advisable to make assurance doubly 

sure by using a little artificial heat in the event 

of a severe frost. 
The disappointment to fruit-growers due to 

the uncertainty of our climate, combined with 
the satisfactory results achieved by the orchard- 

house system, tend towards a wide adoption 

of this already popular method of cultiva- 
tion, and those who avail themselves of it will, 

I feel sure, have little cause to regret the initial 

outlay. 

For three generations the cultivation of fruit 
trees in pots has been one of the leading features 
of the firm of Thomas Rivers & Son. In their 
nursery at Sawbridgeworth I have been em- 

ployed as orchard-house foreman for the last 

twenty-two years, so I may fairly claim to have 
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derived abundant practical experience from the 
best source. 

In the preparation of this book I have met 

with many difficulties: some have appeared 

almost insurmountable, but with the help of kind 

friends these difficulties have disappeared. I take 
this opportunity to return them my heartfelt 
thanks, and to God be all the praise. 

J. B. 

SAaWBRIDGEWORTH, 

September, 1904. 
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THE CULTURE OF FRUIT 

TREES IN POTS 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTORY 

Houses and their construction—Selection of the site—Pots—Soil— 
Stocks — Span-roofed houses— Three-quarter span — Lean-to 

houses—Ventilation—Inexpensive houses—Wire houses—Pro- 

tection against birds—Water—Cost of construction. 

HovusEs AND THEIR CONSTRUCTION. — Various 

kinds of fruit trees have now for many years been 

grown in pots. Their culture has been a source 

of great pleasure, and with some the results have 

been all that could be desired. But many have 

been unfortunate, and their labours have ended in 

failure and disappointment. This has caused pot 

culture to be condemned—simply because the 
secret of failure on the one hand, and the condi- 

tions of success on the other, have never been 

known. Many people have grown their pot-trees 

in houses absolutely unfit for their culture, e.g. in 

a vinery, where the heat has been far too great. 
B 
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the shade too dense, and the ventilation insuffi- 

cient. Another house may have been situated near 

large trees, which have shut out all—or very much 

—of the sunlight, which is essential for the well- 

being of fruit trees. The consequence has been 

that all fruit produced has suffered in size, colour, 

and flavour. The wood of such trees, too, has never 

ripened, and so in the following year the immature 
buds have given no fruit ; hence the failure. 

Before proceeding further, the following simple 
directions may be laid down :— 

First.—Choose a favourable site on which to 
build a suitable, properly constructed house. 

Second.—Use pots of a proper size for the trees, 

avoiding those of too large a size, as this is one of 
the greatest mistakes, and one often fatal to the 
trees. 

Third.—Use the right kind of soil, and pur- 
chase your trees from a reliable firm. 

The selection of the right stocks for the differ- 

ent varieties of fruit trees is a matter for the 
nurseryman, and is a point to which Messrs. Rivers 

have always paid great attention. 
THE SPAN-ROOF HOUSE: ITS sITE.— There are 

few people who would think of purchasing house- 
hold furniture unless they had a house for its 
accommodation, and it would be equally ridicu- 

lous to purchase fruit trees in pots without a 
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house in which to grow them. The first con- 

sideration, then, should be—the site for the 

house. 

This should always be an open space, on level 

ground, away from the shade of any trees—or even 
high walls—so as to get the full benefit of all light, 
sun, and air. 

The next thing to decide is the form of house. 
This should, wherever possible, most certainly be a 

span-roof, running north to south. The house 
should by no means be an elaborate structure, but 

a useful one. The employment of too much iron 
or stone should always be avoided, as both have a 

tendency to absorb much of the moisture which is 
so beneficial to the trees. Wood is far better than 
either of the above-mentioned materials. The 

space available for building will always decide the 
size of the house. The dimensions may range from 
14, 16, 18, 20, 22, to 24 ft. in width, and be of 

any length. Where a good substantial heuse is 

required the foundation should be of brickwork, 

viz. 9-in. work in the ground (the extent of which 

must be decided by the solidity of the ground), and 

about two courses of 9-in. work above ground, ter- 

minating with two courses of 43-in. work, on which 

the wooden sill will rest. The plan is correctly 

drawn to scale, and the various details are fully 

explained in the notes. 
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The front and side ventilators are 18 ins. wide, 

and are made with three 6-in. x 3-in. match-boards, 

which undoubtedly are the best. These ventilators 

should always open downwards, as by so doing all 

cold currents of air are avoided. 

There should be a panel door at each end of 

the house, of the following dimensions : height, 

7 ft. ; width, 3 ft. ; wood, 14 in. in thickness. 

There are three top ventilators on the south 

side and two on the north side. (See bird’s-eye 

view of plan No. 5.) 

I am a great advocate for top ventilation ; and 

should prefer top ventilators, running alternately 
the whole length of the house. 

The rafters of the house are 20 ins. apart, and 

the best-sized squares of glass are those 20 ins. x 
15 ins. The best glass to use is the 21-o0z., and the 

best kind of glazing is the single glazing, viz. a bed 

of putty at the bottom only, and no top putty, as 

each square of glass can be made secure by small 

brads being driven into the rafters. 

The columns referred to in plan should each 

have a flange screwed on to the bottom about 6 ins. 

in diameter, and should be sunk into the ground 

about 9 or 12 ins. 

It is a good plan to set them on two bricks, and 
then fill in with cement or concrete. 

These columns will then have to be affixed to 
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6 FRUIT TREES IN POTS  [cu.1 

the T iron in the middle of the roof, and this can 

easily be done if a small scallop is made at the top 

sufficiently large to fit on to the T iron, and can be 

made secure by a rivet or screw. 
All the posts will, of course, be mortised into 

both sill and plate, and will be inside the house, so 

that none are seen save the four corner posts. Any 

builder will easily understand this by referring to 
plan No. 4. All other details will be found in the 

same plan. With reference to ventilating gear, I 
should strongly advise the use of the lever in all 

cases, as itis far more substantial, and economizes 

labour. 

It will be absolutely necessary to keep the birds 
out of the house, and this is best done by placing 

wire netting all round the ventilators inside. The 

best kind of netting is the 3-in. mesh galvanized 

wire netting. This can be nailed on the posts 
inside the house, and will thus set all birds at 

defiance. With reference to brads mentioned for 

glazing purposes, an expert has informed me that 

the best kind of brads are the 3-in. “ shoe brads,” 

as they have very small heads, and are less liable 
to crack the glass. Having given a somewhat 

lengthened description of the house 18 ft. wide, 

etc., I will now proceed to describe the large house 

referred to on p. 24. 

This house will, of course, be larger in every 
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8 FRUIT TREES IN POTS (cH. 

way, and will of necessity require more supports 

than the one previously described. 
The dimensions of the house will be as follows : 

width, 24 ft.; height at apex, 12 ft.; height at 

eaves, 5 ft. 6ins. ; length, from 50 to 100 or more 

ft. ; but where space and means permit, I strongly 

recommend 100 ft. 

For side supports of this house, I should advise 

the use of “ oak posts ” as principal posts, and these 
should be 5 or 6 ft. apart. They should be sunk 

in the ground to a sufficient depth to make them 
quite firm and safe for the rafters to rest upon. 
Some people adopt the plan of inserting posts in 
“iron sockets,” others prefer to tar them, while 

some think it better to char them. The posts 
should be about 6 ins. wide and 4 ins. thick, and 

each interval, z.c. from post to post, should be 

bricked in (44-in. work above ground) to a suffi- 
cient height to allow for sill, ventilators, and glass 

above, to the eave plate. (See plan of 18 ft. wide 

house.) 

It will be noticed in the plan that there are two 

courses of 9-in. work above ground, but in the large 

house this will not be necessary, as the oak posts 

will be sunk in the ground instead of resting on 
the sill, as in 18 ft. wide house. 

The use of a sill will be of great advantage 

in the intervals between the oak posts, and if 
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mortised into the posts, it will make an excellent 

support for the smaller posts in the intervals. 

These posts should be 81 ins. x 2} ins., and if 

mortised into the sill and eave plate, they will 
strengthen the side of house considerably. 

The side ventilators should be the same as 

those in plan—the bar above, and glass to eaves 
also the same. 

The rafters of the house may also be of the 

same depth—but no deeper—in fact, rather less, 

as a deep rafter is a mistake. Iron columns like 
those in the plan should be used, but not T irons, 

as this will not be strong enough. <A substitute 
for T irons would be a wooden purlin running the 
whole length of the house in the middle of the 

rafters. This should not exceed 44 ins. in depth 
and 3 ins. in width. 

These columns should be placed 8 or 10 ft. 

apart, but not more. Each column should have 

a flange at the top (similar to that at the bottom), 

and each column should be made secure by being 
screwed into the purlin. It is a good plan to have, 

in addition to the purlin, a bar of iron 3 in. x 4 in. 

running the wholelength of the house, and screwed 

on to each rafter to keep them in position. 
There should be two of these bars of iron, 

one above and the other below the purlin, at equal 
distances from eaves and apex. The distance of 

C 
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the rafters, the size of glass and glazing, etc., the 

same as advised for the house 18 ft. wide. 
The last, but by no means the least, point to 

decide is the top ventilation of the house. I 
strongly advocate plenty of top ventilation, and 

recommend a ventilator running the whole length 

of the house on both sides alternately, as used by 
our leading florists and market gardeners in their 

houses. There is a great advantage in having 
ventilators on both sides of a house, for in the 

event of cold or strong winds blowing from the 

north, the ventilators on the south side can be 

utilized, or vice versd. Thereis also the means of 

introducing more air when required. 

In this house 24 ft. wide, ete., there should be 
double instead of single doors at each end, and 

each door should be 23 ft. wide, thus giving a space 

5 ft. instead of 38. The height of the doors should 

be the same as in the plan. 
Cross-tie irons, of the same dimensions as those 

in the plan, should be used, as they will serve to 

keep the roof of house in position. 
Where more than one “span-roof house” is 

required, each house should be an independent 
house, and not a succession of what is commonly 

known as the “ ridge and gutter” houses, as these 
houses are not well adapted for growing “ fruit 

trees” in pots. This matter should be strictly 
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observed, for the advantages of independent houses 

are many. 

With different growers of fruit trees in pots 

there are different requirements ; in some cases 
it will be necessary to advance, in other cases 
to retard, the ripening of the fruits grown by them. 
In an independent house this is easily accom- 

plished, as the temperature can be increased or 
decreased at pleasure. Another great advantage 

is, that during the winter months the whole of the 

trees grown in two houses during the growing 
season may be placed in one house. The other 

house can then be used for another purpose until 
the growing season recommences, when the trees 

can again be transferred to their proper quarters. 
THE “ THREE-QUARTER SPAN” AND “ LEAN-TO 

HousEs.”—Although the “ span-roofed house ” is 
by far the best, and should always be used if 

possible, still, it may not be convenient for every 

one to build them, yet there may be a good wall 
to which a three-quarter span or lean-to house 

could be easily attached, and so converted into a 

very useful and profitable structure. 
It need hardly be stated, with regard to houses 

of this class, that the details of construction should 

be identical with those of the span-roofed house. 
It would be a grave error to have the house 

too low at the eaves ; but let there be a good pitch, 
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say 5 ft. or 5 ft. 6 ins., according to the size of the 

house, asthis will give good head space for the trees. 

The front and top ventilators should be of the 
same size as those of the span-roofed house, and 

in addition to these (if it be possible) there should 

be some ventilators in the back wall. These might 
take the form of flaps or slides, whichever is pre- 

ferred, and should be about 3 ft. long and 1 ft. 
wide, and 6 ft. apart. These ventilators will be of 

great service, as they will be the outlets for any 
stagnant or hot air which is sure to be found in 

the back of “lean-to houses.” Below is a rough 
diagram of the back of a lean-to house, showing 
how the ventilators may be arranged. 

ROOF 

Co Lo eS 

FLoor 

It will be noticed in the diagram that there 

are two rows of ventilators placed alternately, at 
equal distances, from both roof and floor of house. 

If the house is a small one, one row of ventilators 
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only will be necessary. These should be in the 

centre of the wall. Of course, there are various 

ways of utilizing a lean-to house. Some people 
prefer a border at the back, whilst others object 

to this. The situation of door will be governed 

by it. The door should be of sufficient width to 

allow for the trees being taken in or out of the 

house as necessity may require. It is scarcely 

necessary to add, that both three-quarter span and 

lean-to houses should always face south. 
USEFUL AND INEXPENSIVE HOUSES.— Hitherto 

I have described houses of a substantial and well- 
built character, and these I strongly advocate 

especially where artificial heat is to be used. 

Houses of another class, of much, or quite the 

same, shape and size, may be built with cheaper 
material. Such houses are capable of rendering 

very good service, especially span-roofed houses. 
Oak posts should be used for the side supports of 
the house, and if a large house be required, these 

posts should be 6 ins. wide and 4 ins. thick. They 
may be sunk into the ground 2 ft. or 2 ft. 6 ins., 

and may be put either into iron sockets or charred 

and tarred, as before mentioned. These posts 

should be 5 or 6 ft. apart, and between each afew 

courses of 43-in. brickwork should be used. It will 

only be necessary to have one or two courses above 

ground, as the remaining space to the ventilator 
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will require no brickwork. Asa substitute match- 

boarding should be used, and simply made secure 

by being nailed on to the oak posts. 
This will greatly reduce the cost of building, 

as wood is far cheaper than bricks. The remain 

ing portion of the house should be, of course, 

exactly the same as previously mentioned. Lean- 
to houses will require to have oak posts both 

back and front, of the same size as before men- 

tioned, and also at the same distances apart. The 

intervals from post to post will be filled up with a 
few courses of bricks and match-boarding, unless 

double boarding be preferred, 7.c. where the back 
posts are covered in on both sides. Such being 

the case, I would recommend the use of feather- 

edged boards outside and match-boards inside the 

house. 

If single boards only are used on the back of 

the house, they should be nailed inside the house, 

as it will be better if the back is made use of, and 

will give a far neater appearance to the house. 
In all cases side ventilators should open down- 

wards, as previously stated. For houses not 14 ft. 

in width, the 12-in. ventilators will be large enough. 

All houses above 14 ft. should have the 18-in. 

ventilators. 

It should be clearly understood that, as a rule, 

all posts should be inside the house. The only 
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exception being the back of the lean-to house 
composed of wood. 

No mention has hitherto been made of the 

use of what is known as “ principal rafters” in 

the building of houses, and the reason for this 

omission is, that there is no necessity for them. 

Where a good purlin is used, and supported by 
iron columns 8 or 10 ft. apart, no principal rafters 

are needed. After all, they only help to shut 

out the light. A builder, having a plan of house 
submitted to him, might say, “ Oh, this class of 

house will not be strong enough ; it will soon col- 
lapse ;” but I can truthfully say that the cultiva- 

tor will be perfectly safe in having one erected 
according to plan. There need not be any fear 
as to its being a collapsible structure. ‘There are 

many houses of this class which have done twenty, 

thirty, and even forty years’ good service, and 

still promise to weather the storm for many years 
to come. I can substantiate these statements. 

These remarks apply to the class of house as 

shown in the plan, and not to the less-expensive 
houses, although the last-named structures will last 

a great number of years. 

Wire Hovuses.— Another very useful structure 

is a house or enclosure, out-of-doors, for the pur- 

pose of growing hardy fruits, especially pears and 
apples, during the summer and autumn. It will 
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also be found invaluable for protecting plums 

during the winter and early spring. 
This structure can be either in the form of a 

square, a span, or a lean-to, with supports suffi- 
ciently strong to support galvanized wire-netting. 

‘This netting should be a 3-in. mesh, as this will 

set the enemies of the above-mentioned fruits at 
defiance. The chief foes of the apple and pear are 

tomtits, whilst the worst enemy of plum trees is 
the bullfinch. 

Nothing can be more annoying and discourag- 
ing than to find the choicest specimens of apples 

and pears punctured by tomtits. It is certain 
that the best specimens will suffer. Instinct 

seems to guide the birds in their selection of the 
best. 

Plums will be sure to suffer more or less 

during the winter, especially in severe weather, 

from the attack of bullfinches, as these birds are 

very fond of the bloom-buds of plums, and if 
unchecked, they will deprive the tree of a very 

large percentage, and so cause a small crop. 

Whatever form the wire house may take, it 

will be covered with wire-netting instead of glass. 
It will do excellent service if used as follows. 
When the pot-trees of pears and apples have 
passed through their period of protection in the 

glass house, they should be placed out-of-doors, 
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and plunged in the manner referred to in calendar 

of operations for June. 
The wire house will form an excellent recep- 

tacle for them during the growing season, until 
the fruit is gathered. Then they can be placed 

outside again. After the plum trees have been 

potted, they can be placed inside the wire house 

and properly protected. In this way they will be 
safe from all attacks of the bullfinch until they 
are placed in the glass house again to flower. 

Wire houses are not a necessity, but are in 

every way decidedly better than any kind of fish 

netting that can be used, and being an up-to-date 
structure, I have no doubt that there are many 

people who will use them. Having used them 
myself, I can testify as to their value. I would 

advise any one, who can afford the outlay, to try 

them. 
Many people are very sceptical with regard to 

the value of an enclosure of wire-netting, whether 

in the form of a house or otherwise, as they have 

been led to believe that they are detrimental to 
the well-being of the trees. Some persist in 
saying that the birds must not be shut away from 
the trees, or they will become so infested with 
insects as to do little or no good. ‘This is simply 

a delusion. 

If the instructions given be duly followed, the 

D 
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problem will easily be solved. ‘The trees will be 

placed under glass during the flowering stage, 

and it is at this period, and in the first stages of 
growth, that the trees are liable to attacks from 

various kinds of insects. The work of the birds 
will therefore have to be substituted by artificial 

means, viz. by fumigating or by using an insec- 
ticide for insects, and removing all caterpillars 

by hand. 

By way of comparison, it should be borne in 

mind that trees, when grown absolutely under 

glass, are shut away from the birds, and if the 

wire enclosures cannot be fumigated, the aphides 

(whenever they appear) can be easily destroyed by 
the use of an insecticide, which can be applied by 

a sprayer or a small brush. 

Water.—Water is an absolute necessity for 
plant and tree life. Although it may not appear 

that the construction of houses has much to do 

with the water supply, yet the two are really 

very closely associated with each other. When 

building a house, it should always be borne in mind 

that rain-water is better than any other, more 

especially for syringing the trees, and also for 

watering, should the supply be sufficient. It is 
an excellent plan to have a water-trough running 

all round the house and leading into a tank, and 

if this is inside the house, so much the better. 
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However, if there should be any objection to the 

tank being inside, then it can easily be made out- 
side, in close proximity to the house. Byso doing, 

allthe rain-water can be saved, and put toexcellent 
use. Where possible, and where one has the high 
pressure, 7.¢. a tank into which the water is forced 

by mechanical or horse-power, the best plan is 

to have a pipe running through the house, with 
hydrants, to which the hose can be fixed. But 
where this cannot be done, and where the water 

has to be supplied from the main (or waterworks), 
I would strongly advise a separate tank for the 

reception of this water. It is best to allow the 
water to run in the tank a few hours before it is 
to be used. By so doing, the water is not so cold 
when used as when direct from the main. 

This water can be used for watering the trees 

only, using the rain-water for syrmging. Tanks 
can easily be made by digging a hole of the required 

size ; then bricking it in, and covering the bricks 

with a good thick layer of cement. If the tank 

is inside the house, it is best domed over and 

covered with boards, simply leaving a sufficient 
space for dipping. By so doing, more space will 

be available for the trees. 
Cost OF CONSTRUCTION.— With a viewto assist 

those who may decide to build a house as per 
plan, I have consulted a professional builder, and 
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he has furnished me with the following valuable 

information. 

The cost of erecting a house of the same 
dimensions as per plan should range from 20s. 

to 25s. per foot run. This will not include the 

heating apparatus, as that will be a separate item. 

The building materials for the house should con- 
sist of the following :— 

Bricks—Good stocks. 

W ood—The ordinary horticultural deal. 
Glass—The 21-oz. (squares 20 ins. x 15 ins.). 

Being no expert on building matters, I can give 

no guarantee that all builders will be prepared to 

erect a house at the price quoted, nor do I hold 

myself responsible in any way for the estimate 
given; but I am fully prepared to say that no 

house of this description should exceed the maxi- 

mum of 30s. per foot run. It is no uncommon 
thing for large prices to be charged for building 
houses, so that I trust the information here given 

will serve as a rough estimate and guide to those 

intending to erect such houses. 



CHAPTER II 

THE FURNISHING OF THE HOUSE 

Number of trees required—Arrangement of the trees—Beds and 

borders—The need for separate compartments. 

THE NUMBER REQUIRED.—The most important 
point to be considered in furnishing a house with 

trees in pots is to know the proper number re- 

quired and the distance they should be grown 

apart. 

As before stated, the span-roofed house is 

decidedly the best, and assuming the house to be 
14 ft. wide, there will be sufficient space for a 
border on each side of a centre path, each border 
being 5 ft. wide, leaving 4 ft. for the path; and 
on each border two rows of trees can be grown 
4 ft. apart if arranged in angles. The front row 
should start by allowing a space of 2 ft. from 

the end of the house, and the back row should 

start 4 ft. from the end of the house. This would 
bring them into the angle arrangement. (See 

diagram.) 
The length of the house will now decide the 

21 
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number of trees required to fill it ; and, as before 

mentioned, the height of the house will decide the 

form of trees. 

BORDER sy 

<> > * * * \ 

_ ‘i | 
| PATH sy |= 
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Each star represents a tree. 

The above-mentioned house is only what may 

be considered a small one. A good class of house, 
which I strongly recommend, is one 18 ft. wide, 

5 ft. high at eaves, 10 ft. high at apex, and any 
length. (See plan.) 

This is certainly a most useful house, and the 
best way of utilizing it is as follows: Have two 

side borders, each 7 ft. wide, and a centre path, 

4 ft. wide. 

This will allow a space on each border for 
three rows of trees. The first or front row might 
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be pyramids; the second or middle row half- 
standards ; and the back row bushes, as there will 

be ample room for each form of tree for several 
years. 

* # i BORDER | 

PATH 

* * * * BORDER I~ 

i 

tee = i 
The above diagram will illustrate the arrange- 

ment of trees on the borders. It will be noticed 

that the front and back-rows will be straight to 

each other, and the row in the midde will bring 

all into angles. ‘The front and back row should 

start 2 ft. from the end of the house, and should 

be 4 ft. from tree to tree, leaving a margin of 2 ft. 

at the other end of the house. 

Where larger houses are preferred, the same 

rule will apply with regard to distance from tree 

to tree, viz. 4 ft., with arrangement as before 
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mentioned. It would, however, be much better 

if there were two paths instead of one in large 
houses, the paths being either 3 ft. or 3 ft. 6 ins. 

wide. 

The following dimensions and arrangements 
would form an ideal house. Length, 50 ft. to 

100 ft.,* or 150 ft., or 200 ft. : width, 24 ft. ; height 

at eaves, 5ft. 6 ins.; and height at apex, 12 ft. 

There would be ample space in this house for three 

borders, viz. two side borders and a centre bed 

each 6 ft. wide, and two paths, each 3 ft. wide ; 

thus— 

fiaee caeaes aE 4 
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The side borders would be best devoted to half- 

standard and bush trees, whilst the centre bed 

should be for the growth of pyramids only. 
The arrangement of trees for this house should 

be as follows. Let there be two rows of trees on 

* A house of 100 ft. length would meet the ordinary require- 
ments of any private family. 
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each side border, viz. one row of bushes and one 

row of half-standards. These should be + ft. apart, 

and grown in angles, as mentioned on p. 22. 

No hard-and-fast rule need be laid down as to 
whether the bush trees or half-standards shall 
occupy the front or the back row of the side 
borders. It will be better for the grower to decide 
this point for himself. I have frequently seen 

excellent results where the bush trees have occu- 
pied the front row, whilst the half-standards have 

grown in the back row. Probably some readers 
will say, “Surely the tallest trees should have the 
tallest part of the border.” Granted; but there 
is also a great advantage in growing the half- 
standards in the back row, with bushes in front. 

‘The low (or bush) trees, being in front, will allow 

the sun to shine over them on the half-standards, 

and this will assist greatly in giving colour to the 
fruit on these trees. Again, the pyramidal trees 

growing on centre bed will gain the advantage of 
much more light and sun, which will be especially 
beneficial to their bases. I must confess I am 
much in favour of this arrangement. 

The centre bed of pyramidal trees should 

always have a margin of 5 or 6 ft. from the doors 
at each end of the house, as shown on diagram, 

p- 24. 

As some people may prefer growing their trees 
E 
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more ornamentally than others, I will give three 
methods of utilizing the centre bed. 

First method.—A centre row of trees, 6 ft. 

apart, and a tree on each side, in angles ; thus— 

Second method.—Two rows of trees, 5 ft. apart, 

in angles ; thus— 

Third method.—One row of trees, 4 ft. apart ; 

thus— 

The first method should be adopted where 

space is limited ; the secand method where more 

ornamental trees are preferred ; the third method 

where trees are intended to be grown as large 

ornamental specimens, for where grown in this 

manner there will be sufficient space till the trees 

attain the age of 20 or 25 years. If lean-to houses 
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are used the arrangement of trees should be the 
same as that recommended for the side border of 
house 18 ft. wide. 

Borpers.—A few remarks with regard to 
borders and beds, and_ their composition, will 

probably be appreciated. An elaborate border is 
quite unnecessary. The use of fancy tiles, cement, 
concrete, or even shingle, should be avoided ‘The 

best border is one composed of the common soil 

over which the house is built. The only thing 
necessary is to measure out the borders and path 

(or paths) to their proper size, then remove the 

surface soil of the borders to the depth of about 
3 ins., replacing it with coarse cinder-ashes. Take 

care that the rough ashes are at the bottom, with 
smooth or fine ones at the top. By so doing, the 

surface of the borders can be easily kept clean by 
being raked over. It is a good plan to run a 

roller over these borders a few times to make them 

fairly solid. 

There is no objection to the use of edging tiles 
round the borders, as their use would tend to 

beautify the house. The paths should be composed 

of either fine gravel, concrete, or cement, whichever 

be preferred. 

Where lean-to houses are used the arrangement 

of trees should be the same as recommended for the 
side borders of span-roof house, viz. half-standards 
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and bushes, unless the house is a high one, and then 

a row of pyramids may be included, as mentioned 
elsewhere. 

THE NEED FOR SEPARATE COMPARTMENTS.— 

Peaches and nectarines are probably the leading 

fruits grown in pots. Some people are very partial 
to apricots, though I have never found apricots 
to be so satisfactory as the former fruits. How- 
ever, the inclusion of the apricot is optional. 
During recent years the best varieties of dessert 

cherries, plums, apples, and pears have also 
been grown with excellent results, especially 

cherries. 
It would not be prudent to attempt to grow 

all kinds of fruitsmixed together in the same house. 

Nevertheless, the whole may be grown under the 

same roof if the following advice be acted on. Let 

the house be partitioned off to the extent of half, 

or two-thirds, of it, in which to grow peaches and 

nectarines. The remaining portion can then be 
utilized for growing cherries, plums, pears, and 
apples, if required. 

The south, or warm end, of the house should 

be devoted to peaches and nectarines. The cooler 

end would be better adapted for the hardier fruits. 
If only peaches and nectarines be required, then 
no partition will be necessary. 

The reasons for recommending a division of 
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a house are these. Peaches and nectarines will 

succeed well if grown under the same conditions. 
During the growing period, and, in fact, until the 

fruit commences to ripen, it will be necessary to 

use the syringe liberally to check the “ red spider,” 
ete. ; but if cherries and plums are introduced into 

the house, they will ripen their fruits, especially the 

cherries, much earlier, and as soon as the cherries 

begin to colour, syringing should be discontinued, 

or the water would cause much of the fruit to crack 
and spoil. 

Then withregard to plums: if these are syringed 
when the fruit is ripening, much of the fruit 

will crack, and the beautiful dense bloom will be 

destroyed. The preservation of the “ bloom ” on 

plums is quite as important as in the case of 
grapes. Hence the reason for advising partitions, 
or a partition in a house, as this will be most 

advantageous. 

As a substitute for syringing when the fruit is 
ripe or ripening, a frequent damping of the borders 

and paths of the house may be carried out, espe- 

cially where all “stone fruits” are grown. 
The partition referred to should correspond 

with the ends of the house as near as possible. In 
large houses, where two paths are used, it will be 

best to have two doors the width of each path. 

Only a small amount of brickwork will be needed, 
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in fact three courses of 44-in. work above ground 

will be ample. The wooden sill, 43 ins. wide, will 

rest upon this, and, if possible, the remaining por- 

tion of the partition should be glass, as before 

mentioned. 



CHAPTER III 

CULTURAL DETAILS 

The forms of trees—Potting—Soil—Potting-hook and Prong—Per- 
forated pots—Method of forcing —Pruning—Pinching—Hide- 
bound trees—Surface dressing—Number of fruits on a tree— 
Cost of trees—Longevity, etc. 

THE FORM OF TREES RECOMMENDED.—The best 

forms of trees to grow, especially for amateurs, 

are bushes and half-standards. By these are 

meant trees on clear stems, ranging from 9 to 12 
ins. (or even a little more) for bushes, and from 

18 to 24 or 80 ins. in height for half-standards, 

according to the height of the house. A clear 
head space of at least 2 ft. should always be 

allowed for the growth of the trees. 

Where space permits, and ornamental trees 

are required, the pyramidal trees will be the best 

for the purpose, because there will be no barren 

stem, the trees being furnished with foliage and 

fruit from the base to the crest. Nothing can be 

more beautiful than a pyramid peach or nectarine 
tree, either when in flower or when covered with 

fine-coloured fruits. This form of tree is well 
31 
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adapted for growing in the centre bed of houses, 

or where there is plenty of space to allow for 

their upright growth. 
It is only right to state that pyramidal trees 

require more skilful pruning and management to 

keep them in good form. However, they will 

amply repay the grower for all the care bestowed 
upon them. 

Generally speaking, stone-fruit trees are all 

inclined to bush or head growth. ‘There are some 
varieties, though, which form handsome pyramids, 

and these can always be selected for that purpose. 

Apples and pears are easily grown as pyramids. 
They also grow well as bushes or half-standards. 

Cherries (though one of the best of fruits) are 

undoubtedly the most shapeless growers of all 
fruit trees in pots. I can well understand a 
person purchasing a cherry tree in pot, and, on 

the receipt of the same, expressing his amazement 
at its appearance ; but this is in the barren stage 

of the tree. If patience be exercised in the 

matter, there is an agreeable surprise in store ; 

for when the tree comes into flower, and later on 

is covered with foliage, the appearance of the 

tree is decidedly better. The quality and excel- 
lence of the fruit should be the first considera- 

tion, and not the shape of the tree. These trees 

are grown as pyramids and bushes, as some 
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varieties are best adapted for one form and some 

another. 
With regard to plum trees, the pyramids are 

most to be recommended, as they grow well in that 
form, and are most ornamental in appearance. 

POTTING OF TREES, AND SOIL TO BE USED FOR 

PoTTING.—The potting of trees is a very Important 
operation, and should always be done at the proper 

season of the year. Where trees are intended for 
early forcing the potting should take place from 
the middle to the end of September. Where 

trees are not forced the potting should be done 

from the second week in October to the end of 
same month, or by the first week in November. 
There is no necessity to wait till the trees have 
shed all their leaves; for if some of the leaves 

are on the trees—more especially peaches and 

nectarines—they will be of more good than harm. 
The trees should always be syringed two or 

three times daily, after being potted, until they 
shed all their leaves. This spraying will have the 

effect of nourishing the fruit-buds sufficiently till 

the roots commence to work in the new soil. In 

potting the soil must of necessity be disturbed, 
and a slight check is thus given to the roots. 

The operation of potting should be thus carried 
out. Commence with the earliest peaches and 

nectarines, follow on with mid-season, and then 
e 
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with the late varieties. Where apricots are grown 

these should be potted next. Continue with 

cherries, then plums, then pears, and, last of all, 

apples. 
Sort.—One of the most essential points for 

successful pot culture is the selection of good 
soil. This should consist of a good fibrous loam, 

fairly heavy, but not clayey—such as the top spit 
(2, 3, or 4 ins. thick) from any good meadow 
would answer admirably. Some good decayed 

stable manure should be added to this, and, if 

procurable, a little old rough mortar or chalk may 

be added. Should chalk be used, it must not be 

crushed too small, but used in small lumps about 

the size of an acorn or small walnut. 

The soil should be made up in the following 
proportions: loam, two-thirds; manure, one- 

third ; mortar or chalk, a small quantity ; or, in 

other words: loam, two cart-loads ; manure, one 

cart-load, of equal quantity per load; mortar or 

chalk, half a wheelbarrow load to each cart-load. 

The use of mortar or chalk is beneficial to all 

stone fruits, as it will assist the fruit very much 

during the stoning process. Mortar or chalk is. 

however, not absolutely necessary if good loam 

be used, though I should always use a little if 
T had it. 

The use of peat or of very light sandy soil, 
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must always be avoided, as they are absolutely 
useless. 

I have frequently been asked the question, 
“What is loam?” Loam is one of the principal 
soils used in gardening operations. Gardeners 
will easily understand the expression, but as many 

amateurs and the inexperienced will not, I would 

advise these, when ordering loam, to use the 

expression, “fibrous loam,” as horticultural sun- 

driesmen will easily understand what is required. 

Always be explicit, and ask for heavy, or 

moderately heavy, and not light loam. 

It is always best, where possible, to store the 

soil some time previous to its being used. Dig 
the loam (or procure it) some six, nine, or twelve 

months before using, and place it in a heap, turves 

downwards, so that it may become what is com- 

monly termed “mellow.” Then secure some 

good stable manure containing plenty of horse- 

droppings, and place it in a heap. This should 
be done two or three months before it is used. 

Turn the manure over once or twice to assist it 

in decaying, for by so doing it will be far better 
for use. 

With regard to soil, it is the best plan to pre- 

pare sufficient for each year’s work only where 

one has plenty of soil at hand, unless a good 
bargain can be made in the way of loam. Then, 
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if of good quality, procure as much as possible, 

as it will always keep. Soil is best when mixed 

a week or two before using. If it can be placed 

under cover, either in a potting shed or glass 

house, so much the better. During the time 
mentioned the soil should be turned over twice, 

so that all the ingredients are well mixed together. 
The soil should not be cut into small lumps 

or powder, but used in the form of lumps about 

the size of a cricket ball, or even a little larger, 

as the roots will adhere to them far better. 

Pors.—As pots play a fundamental part in 
pot culture, I wish to impress upon all readers 

the importance of their use. Never use pots of 

too large a size, or the result will not be at all 

satisfactory. The 1l-in. or 18-in. pots will be 
large enough for the trees generally supplied by 

nurserymen. If, a year later, a few of the trees 

have made more growth than others, and have 

but little soil to grow in, then these might be 

potted in 15-in. pots. The remainder of the trees 

can be repotted into the same pots as they grew 
in the year before. 

The 15-in. pots will be large enough for trees 

up to the age of eight or ten years. The age of 
a tree is easily arrived at, as they are generally 

two, three, or four years old when supplied. Of 

course, as trees grow on for a greater number 
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of years, it will be necessary to transfer them to 
17-in. or 19-in. pots, as they will not be too large. 
Large pots, however, must never be used at the 

first onset. 

Pots are decidedly better than tubs, and I 
advise the use of them, for experience is the best 
teacher. Always use clean pots and crocks in 

IG ie 
potting. If new pots are not used, the old ones 
can easily be washed. Take care to remove 

sufficient old soil from the roots. This will 
generally amount to one-third, or rather more. 

There are two very useful implements which I 

would recommend to be used when potting, viz. a 

small hook and an iron prong, as per illustration. 

The iron should be round, and Sin. in diameter. 
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These are very inexpensive, and can be made by 
any blacksmith. 

The hook should be used for removing the old 

soil from the ball. ‘The best way to do this is to 
release, as far as possible, the roots running round 

the ball of soil,and then comb the roots downwards 

until sufficient soil has been removed. 
The prong will be useful for removing the soil 

round the rims of the pots, and should be worked 

round and round inside the pot. By so doing it 

will not break the pots. 

The diagram is intended to represent the pot, 
and the dotted lines are sup- 

(<---------->) posed to show the course of 
the prong. 

If the surface soil, in large 

pots, is moved to the extent 

of 2 or 3 ins. in width and 5 or 
6 ins. in depth, and the pots 

placed in a sloping position, the trees will leave 
the pots quite easily. When the soil has been 

removed from the ball, and the tree ready for 

repotting, any long roots found may be shortened 
about one-third of their length. 

The trees should not be potted too deeply, but 

only sufficiently so to ensure that the surface roots 
are just covered. 

A flat rammer, about $ in. thick, 2 or 24 ins. 
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wide, and long enough to reach the bottom of the 
pot, should be employed. This sort of rammer 
will be best until there is a space for a round 
rammer, which should be 2 ins. thick, and 12 to 

15 ins. long. 

A small quantity of soil should be used each 
time, and the soil rammed firmly and evenly. 

After the trees are potted they should be 
watered occasionally until the middle of November 

if the weather is mild, and not frosty. They should 
then be placed in their winter quarters, and water 
ing discontinued. 

Annual potting, or, more correctly speaking, 

repotting, is the best practice with trees growing 

in 11-in. or 13-in. pots ; but where larger pots are 

used, 15, 17, or 19 ins., unless the tree is very large, 

repotting need only be performed onceintwo years. 
In the alternate years the trees may be top-dressed, 
i.e. the old soil may be removed, with the aid of 

the prong before mentioned, to the extent of about 
one-third of the diameter of the ball, and from 4 to 

G6 ins. in depth, the space being refilled with new 
soil. Care should always be taken in repotting or 
top-dressing to ram the soil firmly. 

Where trees are surface-dressed in summer, 

the roots will undoubtedly fill the surface-dressing 

with small fibrous roots. When the trees are re- 

potted in the autumn these small roots may all be 
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taken away to the level of the top of the pot, as 

they are only annual roots. It is a mistake to bury 

all these roots; they should be cut away, or the 

trees will soon require very large pots. 
This is a simple, but so important a matter, 

that it should be strictly attended to. 
THE PERFORATED pot.—-This is a pot which 

is sometimes used to advantage. The size is the 
same as that of an ordinary pot, only it has per- 
forations in the side, instead of being solid and 

whole. The perforations should be about 3 or 
34 ins. below the rim of the pot, and about 2 ins. 

in diameter. The advantage derived from the use 
of these pots is economy in potting and watering, 

and the promotion of additional vigour to the trees; 
for the roots of the trees pass through the perfora- 

tions into the surrounding soil. Of course, where 

these pots are used, repotting is seldom needful, 
but it is quite necessary to renew the soil in the 

border in which the perforated pots are plunged. 
The trees should be taken out of the border each 
year, and the large roots cut away, and then the 
soil in the border should be dug over, and the pots 
plunged again. The composition of the border 

should be the same as the soil for trees in pots. 
The trees should then be plunged up to the rims, 

and watered whenever necessary. Peaches, nec- 
tarines, and apricots should be grown in the 
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ordinary pot—not in the perforated—and they 

should be grown on the surface, and not plunged. 

Where large cherry trees are grown in pots the 
ordinary pot may beused, plunged tothree-quarters 

of their depth. This will have the twofold ad- 
vantage of economizing watering, and will give 

additional head-space. The ordinary pot should 

also be employed for apples, pears, and plums, but 

these, if grown out-of-doors, should always be 
plunged (see p. 92). 

Where perforated pots are in request, it is best 
to have them made to order from any pottery. 

METHOD OF FORCING TREES.—The calendar of 

monthly operations to be given in a subsequent 
chapter is intended to apply to the cool or un- 

heated house only, but as many people force their 
trees, I will give a brief outline of the treatment to 
be adopted. The trees should be potted between 

the middle and end of September, and, where 

possible, placed in the house and watered when 

necessary, and syringed occasionally. The house 
should be freely ventilated all day, and even at 
night, should the weather be warm. This treat- 

ment may be continued until December. 
Assuming that the trees are required to ripen 

their fruits by the end of April, or early in May 
(I am speaking of peaches and nectarines), they 

must be started during December. The precise 
& 
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date of the month will have to be decided by the 
locality, but by way of illustration, for the south 
of England about December 20 is the best date 
for starting the fire. Use only gentle heat to 

begin with, and spray the trees occasionally, as 

this will assist the blossom buds to open. As the 
trees come into flower give as much air as possible 
at this season of the year, for it must be borne in 

mind that air is an essential for the setting of these 
fruits. As there will not be any bees about at this 

period, it will be necessary to use the artificial 
means of fertilizing the flowers described on a sub- 

sequent page. Watch the setting of the fruits, but 
do not attempt to hurry their progress by apply- 

ing strong heat, as this would be fatal. A good 

and safe temperature is one ranging from 45° to 
50° or 55° Fahr., until the fruit is well set. As 

the fruit increases in size the temperature may also 
be gradually increased, say from 60° to 65° or even 
70° Fahr. with ventilation. 

Give ventilation every day when the weather 
is favourable, but avoid admitting a strong or cold 

air,and especially so on the windy side of the house. 
It will be easily understood that the opening of the 

house will take place later in the day, and the 

closing of the house earlier than that recommended 

for a cold house. The syringing will probably be 
done in the morning only, but, as a substitute, the 
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borders can be damped down in the evening. The 

thinning of the fruits, pinching of the trees, and 
watering, will be effected in the same manner as in 

a cold house, only it will be necessary to sometimes 
water the trees twice or thrice daily. 

After the fruits have finished “ stoning,” an 

increase of temperature may take place, but 75° 

to 85° Fahr. is far better than 90° to 100°. An 

excessive temperature only tends to premature 
ripening If a little night air can be given when 
the weather is warm, its effects will be beneficial. 

After the fruits have been gathered, the best 

plan is to place the trees in a cool house for a time. 

At the end of May, or the first week in June, they 

may be plunged out-of-doors in the same manner 

as those from a cool house. Their latter treatment 

should also be the same. 
The PRUNING OF TREES.—Pruning is an opera- 

tion which should always be performed judiciously. 
The “rule-of-thumb” system 1s frequently adopted, 

but does not always bring about good results. A 

careful study of the instructions and diagrams of 
trees here given will undoubtedly prove advan- 

tageous, and especially so to the amateur and in- 

experienced fruit-growers. In the first place, 

peaches and nectarines vary considerably both in 

habit and growth. While some varieties form triple 

buds, z.¢c. three buds in one cluster, other varieties 
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produce all, or nearly all, single buds. This is a 

matter of vast importance, inasmuch as the triple 
eyes contain both blossom and leaf buds, for in 

the majority of cases the centre bud is a leaf bud, 

and the other two buds, one on each side of the 

centre bud, are blossom buds. Now, these natur- 

ally form the best growers, and, if pruned with a 

little discretion, produce plenty of fruit spurs, and 
so give a good crop of fruit. With regard to the 

varieties which form single buds only, it will be 

found that nine-tenths of these will be fruit buds, 

or, in other words, blossom buds, and no leaf buds 

will be formed except at the ends of the shoots. 
These varieties should always be grown in the 

form of bushes, or half-standards, as they never 

develop into an ornamental pyramid, whereas the 
varieties which form triple buds, with very few 

exceptions, are well adapted for pyramidal growth. 
The pruning of all fruit trees, especially stone 

fruits, should always be done with a good sharp 

knife, not with scissors, for the cleaner the wound 

the quicker the healing. It is very detrimental to 

the growth of trees when pruning 1s done in a reck- 

less manner. ‘Trees are too frequently cut in a 

jagged and cruel manner. In some instances spurs 

are left almost to the extent of an inch above the 

eye, and the result has been that the wood has died 

down to the eye, and in some cases below it. If 
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the pruning had been done in a proper manner, the 
shoot would have formed a good “ callus” where 
cut, and there would have been no dead wood. 

The manner in which the shoots should be 
pruned is shown in the diagram at A, whilst at B 
the method of pruning to be avoided is illustrated. 

It will be seen from these sketches that the 

cut should be made in a sloping direction immedi- 

ately above the bud or eye, so that the wound will 

quickly callus over. The incorrect manner is to 

make a horizontal cut at some distance above the 

eye. ‘The main object in pruning peaches and 

nectarines with triple buds is to thin out the 

shoots sufficiently to admit the light and air, and 
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also to preserve a good-shaped tree. This can be 

done by pruning the tree into the required form ; 

but, on the contrary, the varieties which produce 
single buds only should be pruned with a little 
extra care. Plenty of such shoots should be left 
unpruned even to the extent of a foot or so until 

the leaf appears. Then if these shoots can be 

brought nearer home,so much the better. Always 
endeavour to preserve a succession of shoots for 

the following season (see diagram). 
The accompanying diagram is intended toillus- 

trate the pruning of both bush and half-standard of 
peach and nectarine, the difference in the two trees 

being simply the height of stems. The tree in 
either case will be in the form of a round head, and 
it is a good practice to select sufficient outside 

shoots—and these should be 1 ft. apart, and not 

pruned, but allowed to bear fruit, so as to form an 

umbrella-like shape(see letter a). ‘The small shoots 

in the intervals of these outside shoots should 
always be left unpruned, as they will replace shoots 

a in the following year, and the umbrella form will 

be preserved. Shoots 0, if the tree is a strong 

grower, should be pruned back to within 6 ins. of 

the small spurs wv in all cases where the shoots are 

inerect form. Should the tree be a weak grower, 

prune back shoots 4 to 4ins. The object in both 

cases is to induce the shoots to put forth more 
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small spurs, v, as these undoubtedly produce the 

finest fruits. If the shoots of the tree should be 

rather thick, all such shoots marked c may be cut 

away. This constitutes asimple but good form of 

pruning for the bush or half-standard tree. This 

pruning will be done when the tree is commencing 

to swell its blossom buds, viz. about the middle 

of February. 
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The diagram below is intended to illustrate a 

pyramid tree of peach or nectarine. The one 

essential for this form of tree is the selection of 

the proper variety. 



PYRAMID OF EARLY RIVERS NECTARINE. 

(To face p. 48. 
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The base of the tree should always be pre- 
served, and in the first place the shoots a should 
be cut away, if not absolutely, at least to within 

three or four eyes ; shoots ’ should be removed in 

the same manner. If the leading shoots, c, are 

growing in the same proportion as in the diagram, 

they should be shortened a little. The same rule 

will apply to the whole tree, with the exception 

of the centre shoot. In many cases the centre 
shoots have a tendency to strong growth, and 

where such is the case they should be shortened 

back to a few inches, and replaced by a new centre. 
This is easily done with either shoot marked «. 
Should the shoot intended for the new centre be 
found a little stubborn, let it be treated gently, 
tying it up a little each time, until it reaches its 

proper position. ‘lo obtain a good straight stem, 
the centre shoot should be pruned the opposite 

side each year. All the little spurs should be left 
unpruned, and the strong shoots should not be 

pruned too severely, as this would only encourage 

a strong growth; but in the event of a very strong 
shoot presenting itself, it is far better to cut it 

right away. Very strong shoots are only decep- 
tive, and give little or no fruit. The best sort of 

“wood” is that of the thickness of a small lead 

pencil, or even smaller, as the size of a small straw 

or telegraph wire. Thus it is best to preserve a 

H 
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good number of these shoots, and dispense with 

the larger ones. 
Apricots generally form an abundance of triple 

eyes, in which case the only thing necessary is to 
prune the tree so as to form a good symmetrical 

APPLE AND PuAR (1). 

tree. ‘The best form to grow apricots is the bush 
or half-standard. ‘They do not make good pyra- 

mids. 

The following information will explain the 

roper routine of pruning other pot trees. Apples 
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and pears are very similar in their growth and 
habits, and the method of pruning of the one may 

safely apply to the other. Some varieties grow 
more freely than others, and in consequence re- 

quire more pruning, to induce them to form fruit 
spurs. The slower growing varieties require little 

or no pruning, save the thinning out of a few 
shoots, should the trees become too thick. Each 

of the diagrams are intended to represent a tree 

to illustrate the pruning of the apple and the 
pear. 

' Diagram No. 1 shows a tree that requires 
pruning. Diagram No. 2 (p. 52) shows a tree that 
requires no pruning. 

It will be noticed in diagram No. 1 that there 

are three shoots growing from the stem and one 
centre shoot. 

It must now be supposed that the tree is grow- 

ing in an erect form. 

The three shoots must be pruned back to letter 
A. The centre shoot must also be pruned back 

to letter A, as this will cause the growth of other 

shoots to furnish the centre of the tree as it in- 

creases In growth. 

In the event of a side shoot, /.c. a shoot growing 

in a horizontal direction instead of upright, the 

same diagram will illustrate the method of pruning. 

Each of the three shoots should be pruned back 
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to three or four eyes, as they will form fruit spurs 

(see letter B). 

The leading shoot must not be pruned so 
closely, but only to the extent of one-third of its 

growth (see letter B on centre shoot). 

APPLE AND PEAR (2), 

When pruning a side shoot, it is always the 
best plan to prune to an eye pointing outward, as 
this givesthe shoot more room for growth, and thus 
avoids crowding. 
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In diagram No. 2 the thinning out referred to 

can easily be performed by pruning back to any 
spur (see letter A). 

The only two cases where this will be needed 

is to give uniformity to the tree, and to thin out 

if too crowded (see letter B). 

The cherry and the plum are both stone fruits, 

and somewhat resemble each other, although they 

are not quite identical. However, the same rule 

of pruning will serve as a good illustration for both. 
The two diagrams show, one where pruning is 
necessary, the other where little or no pruning 

is required. Diagram No. 1 represents a free- 

growing variety, where pruning must be performed. 

Diagram No. 2 represents aweakergrowing variety, 

requiring little or no pruning. 

In diagram No. 1 the tree is supposed to be 

a pyramid. The shoots Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 should 

each be pruned back to the point indicated by 
letter A. Shoot No. 5 should be pruned more 

closely to form a fruit spur (see letter B). The 
centre shoot should be pruned back to letter A, 
as this will induce the growth of a succession of 

shoots, and thus furnish the stem of the tree. 

The double or forked branch C will serve to 

illustrate the pruning of any shoots growing from 

the principal shoot. ‘These shoots are generally 
termed lateral shoots. In every case where such 
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shoots have exceeded a growth of 23 or 3 ins., 
they should be spurred back as before mentioned 

(see letter B). 

CHERRY AND Phim (1). 



FRUIT 

This rule applies to 
the centre of the tree. 

In diagram No. 2 it 

will be noticed that the 

tree has made no strong 

shoots. The whole of 

the growth is composed 
of fruit spurs, hence the 

necessity of showing the 

two different methods of 

treatment. 

as nature has pro 

vided the fruit spurs, 

there will be no cause 
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all branches, but not to 

to resort to artificial g 

means for producing 

them. In the case of a 

cherry or of a plum, 

each bud will contain 

both blossom and leaves. 

The only pruning neces- 

sary 1n this case is where 

one shoot becomes much 

longer than the other, 

and causes the tree to 

present an unsightly ap- 

pearance. In these cir- CHERRY AND PLUM (2). 

cumstances the offending shoot can be pruned 
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back to points A, B, or C, and thus the tree may 

be kept evenly balanced. 
Where bush or half-standard trees are grown, 

it is always best to avoid a crowded tree. The 

trees should be kept sufficiently thinned out, so 
as to admit the sun and air freely. 

Apples and pears should be grown on the spur 

system. Cherries and plums are less adapted to 

the spur treatment, therefore it is best to grow 

them on the extension system, simply thinning 
out any shoots that may have the least tendency 

to crowd the trees. 
The directions given for the pruning of trees 

applies to trees in their dormant state only, and 
must not, in any way, be mixed up or associated 
with the “pinching of trees” in active growth, 

for which separate instructions are given in the 

following section. 
PINCHING OF TREES.—In olden times pinching 

was practised to excess, and it was no unusual 

thing to find a tree presenting the appearance of 
a hedge when clipped with shears. The result 

was a stunted tree with stunted fruit. Recently 

pinching has been done in a modified form, é.c. 

less severely, the result being the production of 

ornamental trees bearing fruit of good size and 

quality. With bush or half-standard trees, the 

first pinch is the essential one. The other pinching 
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is intended to form a good and symmetrical 

tree. With pyramidal trees, however, a succes- 

sion of pinching must necessarily take place, so 

as to keep the tree well balanced in its growth. 
With reference to the bush or half-standard tree, 

shoots a must not be pinched at all, nor the small 

shoots in the intervals, as these must be allowed 

to grow, so as to succeed shoots « in the follow- 

ing year. None of the small spurs, i.c. the little 
shoots 2 or 3 ins. long, will require pinching, but 

the upright shoots will all require pinching, as 
follows :— 

The following diagram is supposed to be a 

plan of a shoot 6 ins. long, ready for pinching, and 
this should be done by just pinching out the point 

at mark a. 
Some shoots will be much in advance of others, 

but as each shoot reaches the length of 6 ins. it 

should be pinched. As the shoots start again 
after the operation, when they have grown another 
6 ins. they should be pinched again, and this may 
go on as often as necessary. The mistake some- 

times made of allowing the shoots to grow on to 
the length of 9 or 10 ins. and then cutting them 

back 4 or 5 ins. should always be avoided, as this 

will excite the buds into growth, and fill the tree 

with laterals. Ifthe instructions given be followed, 
few or no laterals will appear. 
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Pyramidal trees should be pinched much in 

the same way, unless there are some shoots on one 
side of the tree which make strong growth, and 

then these should be frequently pinched, the 
weaker shoots on the other side of the tree being 

allowed to grow on unchecked. The centre shoot 
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of a pyramidal tree should be pinched after mak- 

ing a growth of 6 ins., so as to furnish the tree 

evenly with young shoots. This may be repeated 

two or three times, but not oftener, as the centre 

shoot should be allowed to grow on unchecked 
until the end of the season. 

This operation may be practised on peaches, 

nectarines, cherries, plums, apples, and pears, 

wherever the trees are found to have made the 

extent of growth referred to. 

It is also a good practice to pinch figs; and 
as some varieties make a much stronger growth 
than others, it is best to vary the operation 

accordingly. The moderate growers should be 
pinched at 5 or 6 ins., and the stronger growers 

at 7 or 8 ins. The pinching of figs tends to 
harden the wood, and also induces the shoots 

to produce an abundance of fruit, which they 

probably would not do if allowed to grow at 

random. 

Apricots may be pinched at every fourth or 

fifth inch of growth. 

The growth of a pyramidal tree will always 

be found to commence at the top, and of course 

it must follow that the pinching must begin at 
the top of the tree, and not the bottom. It 

has recently been stated that the pinching of a 

pyramidal tree should always commence at the 
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bottom ; but this, in my opinion, is a grave error, 

and should never be practised. 

There is another small matter which calls for 

alittle advice, and this applies chiefly to the peach 

and the nectarine. These trees are generally 

worked on the plum stock, and in some cases the 

scion will grow more freely than 

the stock upon which it is budded. 
The result is the formation of a 

large collar at the junction—the 
stock becoming what is termed 
‘“hide-bound.” ‘The best remedy 

for this evil is to make three in- 

cisions with a sharp knife, taking 
care to cut right through the 
collar. The incisions should be 

of equal length both above and 
below the junction. They should 
be made one on each side, and 

the other in the centre, of the 

back of the junction, but not in the front (see 

illustration). 

Nos. 1, 2, 3 represent the places where the in- 

cisions are to be made. The extent of the incisions 

should be about 2 ins. above and below junction, 

and } in. in depth. 
This will cause the bark to expand, and greatly 

assist in making fresh growth, 
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The early part of February is the best time to 

perform the above operation. 
SURFACE-DRESSING.—The best surface-dress- 

ing, to my knowledge, is that which is composed 

of “kiln-dust” and horse droppings. These should 

be mixed in equal proportions. Horse-droppings 
can generally be obtained, but it is not always so 
easy to secure kiln-dust, unless where there are 

“maltings.” The term “kiln-dust” should be 
clearly understood, as this is not the common 

“ malt-dust ” which is obtained when malt is being 
screened, but the charred dust which comes from 

the malt-kilns as the malt is undergoing the dry- 

ing process. Hence growers should be careful 

to ask for “ kiln-dust.” In mixing the compost, 

spread the kiln-dust and horse-droppings very 
thinly, say 2 or 8 ins. deep, and not more, and 

saturate it moderately well. If there is a * cess- 

pool ” containing any washings from the kitchen, 

such as soap-suds, it will answer well for the pur- 

pose. No strong liquid, such as urine and the 

like, should ever be used, but rather use clear 

water. Let the compost remain 24 hours, and 
then turn it over, and if it requires more satura- 
ting, it should be again done, and allowed to stand 

another 24hours. It may then be used as directed 

in the calendar of operations for May. A second 

application may be made as the fruits commence 
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to colour. This time a little more of the surface- 
dressing may be placed on the top of that which 

was first applied. The surface-dressing which 

was first applied should not be removed. This 
layer will probably be full of small fibrous roots, 

and if these are injured, the trees will suffer. It 

should be clearly understood that these surface 
roots above the rim of the pots should only 

be removed in the autumn, at the time of re- 
potting. 

Cherries and plums should not be surface- 
dressed when the fruits are very small, but as these 

fruits commence stoning early, it will be prudent 

to defer the surface-dressing until their stones are 

formed, or partly formed. It is better to be a 

little late, rather than too early, in making the 

application. 

Generally speaking, apples and pears may be 

surface-dressed by the first week in June, if grown 

in a cool house, or if placed out-of-doors at the 

same time of the year. 

THE NUMBER OF FRUITS A TREE SHOULD BE 

ALLOWED TO CARRY AND RIPEN.—A grave error 

is often committed in the culture of fruit trees in 

pots, viz. that of over-cropping. Itis no unusual 

thing to hear the remark, “I cannot understand the 

reason why I had such an abundant crop of’ fruit 

last year, and none this.” Now, the grower should 
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always bear in mind that a fruit tree has only a 

certain amount of strength, and if this strength 
is overtaxed, the tree will necessarily suffer 

With regard to stone fruits generally, the fruit 
is produced on the young wood, #.e. on the wood 

formed the previous year, and if a tree is too 

heavily laden with fruits, it must follow that there 
will be but a small opportunity of its making 
young wood for the following year. 

Some growers will have to cater for more-con- 

sumers than others, and under these circumstances 

it will simply be a question of quantity, not of 

quality. Every grower should adopt, as far as 

possible, the “ happy medium,” for by so doing he 
will gain the advantage of a crop of fruit each 
year. 

The age of a tree is not always known to the 

purchaser, but as a good and safe guide to the in- 
experienced, the prices at which trees are generally 

supplied may here be quoted. Peaches and nec- 

tarines capable of bearing a good crop of fruit the 
first year are usually supplied in two sizes; the 

larger trees at 10s. Gd. per tree, and the second 
size at 7s. Gd. per tree. 

If a peach or nectarine tree at 10s. 6d. is a 

large-fruited variety, it may safely carry 8 fruits ; 

if a medium-sized variety, 10 fruits ; and if a small 

variety, 12 fruits. 
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A tree costing 7s. 6d. may be allowed to carry 

a crop of fruit as follows :— 

If a large-fruited variety, 5 or 6 fruits ; 

» medium-sized ., 8 fruits; 

4 small-sized » 10 fruits. 

This table is intended to apply to the first 
year’s crop only. 

In each succeeding year the crop may be on 

an increasing scale, to the extent of 3, 4, or 6 extra 

fruits per tree, according to the size of the variety. 
Apricots capable of bearing a crop of fruit are 

also supplied in two sizes, viz. at 7s. 6d. per tree 

and 5s. per tree. The larger-sized tree may be 

allowed to bear 10 or 12 fruits, and the smaller 

tree 6 or 8 fruits the first year, and an additional 

6 or 4 fruits each following year. 

Cherry trees seldom mature more fruits than 

they are capable of supporting, but some varieties 

bear heavier crops than others, and in the event 

of a tree carrying a large crop—and quality is pre- 

ferred for exhibition, or any other special purpose 

—then the thinning of the fruits may take place. 

However, this should never be done until the 

stones are perfectly formed, as mentioned in the 
calendar of monthly operations. 

Plum trees are also supplied in two sizes, viz. 
at 5s. or 3s. 6d. per tree. 

Plums vary very much as regards fertility. 
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Some are abundant bearers, others are only mode- 

rate, and some are comparatively light bearers. 
These remarks are intended to apply to the 

abundant and moderate bearers only. 

A tree costing 5s. may be allowed to carry a 

crop as follows :— 
If a large plum, 30 fruits ; 

» Medium ,, 36 to 40 fruits ; 

» small » 48 to 50 fruits. 

A tree costing only 3s. 6d. should only bear a 

crop as follows :— 
If a large plum, 20 fruits ; 

,» medium ,, 380 fruits; 

5 small » 86 or 40 fruits. 

As the trees increase in age and size, the crop 

may increase to the extent of 6, 8, or 12 fruits, 

according to variety. 
The best class of apple and pear trees are those 

supplied at 5s. and 3s. 6d. per tree, and as these 

fruits are closely allied to each other, the same 

table may safely apply to both. 

A tree costing 5s. will safely carry the follow- 
ing :— 

If a large variety, 8 fruits ; 

,. medium,, 10 or 12 fruits: 

, small ,, 15 or 16 fruits. 

A tree costing 8s. 6d. should only bear the 

following :— 

K 
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If a large variety, 4 or 5 fruits ; 

,» medium,, 6 or 8 fruits; 

, small ,» 10 or 12 fruits. 

Each succeeding year an increase of 3, 5, 6, or 

8 fruits per tree, according to the size of the 
variety 

In the foregoing table I have endeavoured to 
give a safe number for each tree to bear, but 

should any tree become sickly or delicate, it must 
be borne in mind that a light crop only should 
remain on the tree the following year. This will 

help to restore the tree to health and vigour, and 

what is lost one season will probably be regained 
inthe next. It is somewhat difficult to determine 

what a tree shall bear and what it shall not bear, 

but if this table is followed with judgment, there 
will be little cause for regret. Of course, very 

many more fruits may be grown on trees in pots, 
but only at the expense of the quality of the fruit, 

and to the detriment of the trees as regards health 
and vigour. 

Of course, there are both larger and smaller 

trees sometimes supplied by nurserymen; and 

if these are bought their capabilities may be 
easily arrived at, as they will either bear a 

larger or smaller crop according to the size of 

the trees. 

Let no one imagine that the crop per tree 
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recommended is a light one, for it certainly is not ; 
but it is a perfectly safe crop, and if a careful study 

be made of the rate of increase per tree each year, 

the proof will be a convincing one, viz. that the 

trees will go on for many years, and there will be 

an increase in the crop annually. 

THE LONGEVITY OF FRUIT TREES IN POTS.— 
The title of this section may appear somewhat 
paradoxical, but it is intended to show that fruit 

trees under cultivation will attain to a great age. 
I have frequently been questioned as to the length 
of time a tree would live in a pot. My reply has 

been that it would live to a great age, but the 

limit would be decided by the kind of tree grown, 
owing’ to some trees being more vigorous in their 
growth than others. 

It has been my privilege to be brought in con- 

tact with fruit trees in pots as much as any person 
in the United Kingdom or elsewhere. Having 

had trees entrusted to my care from a seedling in 
its earliest stages of infancy, to a peach tree which 

reached its jubilee, I am able to speak with 

authority. 

Those who decide to grow fruit trees in pots 
may rest assured that it is not the short-lived 

thing of two or three years as some represent it 

to be. It is quite the contrary. 
Peaches and nectarines will grow well and give 
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good crops of fruit for 20 or 25 years, and even 

longer if required. 
Cherries will also grow and give excellent crops 

for 80 years. I have seen some of the very finest 
examples of fruit produced on trees 20 years old 

and upwards. 
Apricots pears, and apples will succeed equally 

well for 20 years. 

Plums grow more freely than other trees, but 

their age may be fixed from 12 to 15 years. With 

proper treatment the ages given will in many cases 

be reached, if not exceeded. Personally, I am not 

a strong advocate for old trees (cherries excepted, 

and these I should always devote the greatest 

attention to, and not destroy them), but if a tree 

had done me good service for 15 or 20 years, I 
should always consider I had been amply repaid, 
and should have no hesitation in replacing it. 

Young trees can be purchased at a small cost, and 

if a few trees are bought every year, they will form 

an excellent reserve. They will serve to replace 

any old or shapeless trees. This will have the 
effect of keeping a house fully furnished at a 

nominal cost. 

Mulberries and figs will both live to a great 

age, with proper treatment. 

In all cases the trees should receive an annual 

repotting or top-dressing as previously directed. 



CHAPTER 1V 

VARIETIES OF FRUITS 

Peaches and nectarines—A pricots—Plums—Cherries—A pples and 

pears—Baking pears—The mulberry—The fig—The vine. 

PEACHES AND NECTARINES vary very much in 
constitution. Some varieties succeed in a warm 

house, others do better in an unheated house. 

The American varieties of peaches, without 
exception, do not succeed when grown in heat 

and forced year after year. Their names are as 

follows :— Alexander, Waterloo, Amsden June, 

Hale’s Early, Early Canada. These are all early 
varieties, and are often sought after for that 
reason. There are two kinds which will do fairly 

well if gently forced, and they are the Amsden 
June and Hale’s Early. Although these American 
varieties do not succeed when forced, they all 

grow well and give good crops in a cool, @.e. un- 
heated, house. The best varieties for late forcing 

are Sea Eagle, Princess of Wales, Thomas Rivers, 

and Barrington. If a yellow-fleshed peach is re- 
quired, I strongly recommend the Golden Eagle. 

69 
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Both Barrington and Princess of Wales do well 

in a cool house. 

The best early nectarine for forcing is the 
Cardinal, but this is only suitable for forcing, and 

not for a cool house. 

The best late nectarine for forcing is the Vic- 

toria (but it does not succeed in a cool house). 

Early Rivers, Lord Napier, Stanwick-Elruge, 

Pine Apple, Rivers’ Orange, Byron, and Hum- 

boldt, are all adapted for forcing. ‘They also do 

well in a cool house. 

The white nectarine is much liked, but it does 

not force well. 

GATHERING THE FRUITS.—With reference to 
the gathering of peaches and nectarines, a few 

hints may be acceptable. Peaches and nectarines 
have much shorter stalks than most other fruits, 

and often grow so near the shoot at the base of 

the fruit that they are easily injured if plucked 

from the tree in an ordinary manner. The best 

way to gather peaches and nectarines is to use a 

pair of grape scissors, having fine points, and just 
cut the fruit away from the shoot. The fruit will 

not be in any way injured if this is carefully done. 

PEACHES AND NECTARINES FOR COOL HOUSES. 

—There are other excellent varieties of peaches 

and nectarines which are well adapted for culture 

ina cool house. They are as follows : — 
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Peaches. 

Alexandra Noblesse. English Galande. 

Crimson Galande. Galande, or Bellegarde. 

Dagmar. Grosse Mignonne. 
Duke of York. Magdala. 

Dymond. Noblesse. 
Early Alfred. Royal George. 
Early Silver. Stirling Castle. 

Nectarines. 

Advance. Milton. 
Chaucer. Newton. 

Darwin. Spenser. 

Goldoni. Violette Hative. 
Improved Downton. 

Apricots must never be forced, but they can 

be grown in a cool house, and succeed better 

when grown in a house where pears and apples 
are grown, than when grown with peaches and 
nectarines. A little chalk should always be added 

to the soil, for apricots are very partial to a cal- 

careous soil. <A little night air might always be 

given, unless the weather be frosty. The leading 

varieties are given below in order of merit :— 

Peach, or Grosse Péche. Oullin’s Early Peach. 

Royal. Hemskerk. 

Early Moor Park. St. Ambroise. 
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Piums.—All the leading dessert plums are 

suitable for pot culture, especially the “ gages,” 
and the three best are Early Transparent, Golden 

Transparent, and Late Transparent. There are 

also some excellent kitchen plums which are well 

adapted for pot culture. Their names are as 
follows :— 

Victoria. Early Rivers. 
Belle de Louvain. Late Prolific. 
Pond’s Seedling. President. 

Yellow Magnum Bonum. Primate. 
White Magnum Bonum. 

CHERRIES are an excellent fruit, and will hang 

on the trees for a long time after the fruit is ripe. 

‘There are various stages when the cherries benefit 
by some kind of shading. The best kind of shad- 

ing is a roller blind of thin material, similar to that 
which is generally used for greenhouses. The 
advantage of this is that it can be let down or 

rolled up at option, whereas, if whiting, flour, or 

similar shading is used, it must remain on the glass 

whether the weather is sunny or dull. This will 

probably cause the fruit to be wanting in colour 

and flavour. The first stage where I would recom- 

mend shading is when the fruit is setting and 

the weather is very bright and warm ; secondly, 

when the fruit is stoning; thirdly, when the fruit 
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is ripe, and it is required to be kept on the trees 

for some time. I have no hesitation in saying there 
are some varieties which can be kept in excellent 

condition for the space of one month. The best 
keeping cherry is the Early Rivers. Cherries, 

generally speaking, are not adapted for forcing, 
but the best kind for that purpose is the May 

Duke, and some people have been fairly success- 
ful with the Early Rivers, Elton, Frogmore, Bigar- 
reau, Guigne Annonay, and a few other kinds. 

All the best dessert cherries (and these are 

the Bigarreaus and Hearts), especially the black 
varieties, can be grown with excellent results in a 

cool house. Undoubtedly the Early Rivers’ cherry 

is the cherry paz excellence. 
APPLES AND PEARS.—The best dessert apples 

and pears are all worthy of pot culture, and for an 
ideal apple and pear the preference must be given 

to Cox’s Orange Pippin apple and to Doyenné 

du Comice pear respectively. 
There are also some excellent varieties of 

kitchen apples which are worthy of a place in any 
collection, and are well worth growing, being large, 

beautiful, and useful. Where fruits are grown for 

exhibition purposes, they should certainly be in- 

cluded. Their names are as follows :— 

The Queen. Emperor Alexander. 

Blenheim Orange. Cox’s Pomona. 
Is 
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Bismark. Lady Henniker. 

Gascoigne’s Scarlet. | Newton Wonder. 
Peasgood’s Nonsuch. Gloria Mundi. 

There are only two baking pears which I 
consider worth growing in pots, viz.— 

Catillac. 

Vicar of Winkfield. 

THE MULBERRY.—The mulberry is an old and 
favourite tree. It is often grown for a twofold 
purpose. First, it is grown for its fruit, which is 
much sought after by some people ; secondly, for 
its leaves, which are greatly in demand by those 
who happen to keep “silkworms,” as these leaves 

form one of the best of foods for these useful and 
valuable creatures, It is no uncommon thing to 
find an old specimen mulberry tree growing on 

a lawn, or occupying a prominent position in many 
private gardens. It is not generally known that 

mulberry trees can also be grown in pots with 
excellent results. Their culture is identical with 

that of other fruit trees grown in pots in a cool 

house. They do not succeed when forced or 

grown in a house where artificial heat is used. 
With regard to pruning, they will require but 

little ; in fact, the only thing necessary is to keep 

the tree evenly balanced—nature will do the rest. 
Pinching, too, being quite unnecessary, can be 
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entirely dispensed with. It must not be thought 
that a mulberry tree in a pot is but a toy, and 
short-lived at its best. Such is not the case. I 

happen to know a very fine old tree which has 

been cultivated in a pot for upwards of 80 years. 
This tree continues to give an abundant and 

magnificent crop every year, with fruit of excellent 

quality. This old mulberry is still full of vigour, 
and as healthy in appearance as it was 15 years 
ago. 

The mulberry, like other trees, when grown in 

pots, will be restricted in its growth. In these 
circumstances it would not be prudent to mutilate 
the tree by depriving it of its leaves for silkworms, 
as previously mentioned. ‘The fruit will hang on 

the trees, if required, until the autumn, therefore 

it should not be removed from the house, unless 

from one house to another. Even in this case, it 

should be given a position where there is plenty 

of light, sun, and air, but no artificial heat, as this 

would be detrimental to the crop of fruit in the 

following year. 
Syringing should be discontinued as soon as 

the fruits commence to ripen. 
THE FIG IN HEATED AND IN UNHEATED HOUSES. 

—The fig is one of the best of fruit trees for pot 

culture. The trees grow freely, and give abundant 

crops of fruit, especially where artificial heat is 
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used, and the proper varieties are grown. It must 

not be imagined that all varieties are equally good 

for forcing, but most of the largest and best sorts 
in cultivation are suitable for that purpose. They 

are as follows :— | 

Brown Turkey. Negro Largo. 

Early Violet. Brown Ischia. 
White Marseilles. Violet Sepor. 
Black Marseilles. Pingo de Mel. 

Of course there are other good kinds which are 
also adapted for forcing, but the above are reliable 

kinds which can be safely recommended. The 

culture of figs is not always attended with the 

success one might wish for, but this often originates 

from their being grown under unfavourable con- 

ditions. 

The fig, in the first place, has a tendency to 
strong growth. It is also a gross feeder. So some 

cultivators insist upon using a strong and very 

rich soil, and in addition to this, they prune the 

trees too severely. 

These are grave errors, as they only tend to 

cause the production of a very strong and sappy 

growth, and the result is little or no fruit. 

Overcrowding, and growing the trees in too 

shady a position, should also be avoided. 

For the successful culture of figs in pots I 
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should advise the use of a fairly good soil. I know 

nothing better than that recommended for peaches 

and nectarines. 

The same kindof surface-dressing would answer 
admirably. It is always best to supply them with 

food in this way, as fig trees form an abundance 

of surface roots. The use of strong liquid or arti- 

ficial manures is not to be recommended, as both 

help to encourage a strong and unfruitful growth. 

Pruning should be performed with discretion, 7.c. 

moderately, and not severely in any case. Ifa 

very strong shoot appears, itis best to cut it right 

away rather than prune it to two or three eyes. 
Pinching tends to harden the wood, thus 

making the tree more prolific. 

Figs—especially the hardiest varieties—can 

also be grown in a cool house with good results. 
The best fig for growing in a cool house is the 
Brown Turkey. There are also other kinds, such 
as the Brunswick, etc., while, as has been said, 

nearly all the varieties force well. 
THE vine.—If vines are grown in ordinary 

pots, they must be grown on the alternate system, 
viz. by allowing the plants to do one year’s work, 

and then to have one year’s rest. By this, I mean 

it would be necessary to renew the soil after a 

year’s hard work, and this would disturb the roots 

of the vine, and so injure the fruiting for the next 
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year. Now, vines can be grown in the perforated 

pots already mentioned for a good number of 

years, even in a limited space, and give good 
crops annually. The only thing necessary is to 

follow the instructions already given. 
It is no unusual thing to find people who are 

quite unacquainted with the varieties of fruits. 

This places them in a difficulty when making a 
selection. Such persons should place themselves 
in the hands of a reliable firm, and allow them to 

select trees for them. They will seldom, if ever, 
regret such a step. They will also gain other 

advantages, as they will receive a selection which 
will ripen in succession, and which will include 
the best varieties. 



CHAPTER V 

INSECT AND OTHER PESTS 

Green fly—Brown aphis—Red spider—Thrip—Earwigs—W eevils— 
Ants—Mildew, ete. 

THERE are many kinds of insects which attack 

fruit trees, especially “stone fruits,” and cause 

them to present a sickly appearance. 
GREEN rriy.—This is easily detected, for it 

causes the leaves to curl up. It also attacks the 
fruit, and causes it to become deformed, if no step 

is taken to destroy the insect. The best remedy 
is to fumigate or use an insecticide. This fly is 

the first to attack the trees. 
BrowN AND BLACK APHIDES.— These are 

the next enemies, and require the same treat- 
ment. 

Rep sprpeEr.—If the weather is warm, and 

syringing or damping of the trees or borders is 
neglected, these pests soon obtrude themselves. 

This is a small insect, and is to be found on the 

back of leaves, chiefly near the rib of the leaf. 

This insect is soon discovered, for it will cause 

79 
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the leaf to present a yellow or spotted appearance. 
Whenever the fruit is not ripe or ripening, the 
most simple remedy is a good syringing with rain- 
water. If unable to apply the syringe, then use 
a little insecticide or quassia, applying it with a 

small painter’s brush. 
Turip.—Thrip is an insect (brown or black) 

very much resembling what is commonly termed 

“thunder bug.” It often causes the leaves to 
partially curl up, and gives them a white or silver- 
like appearance. The same remedy should be 
used for thrip as for red spider. 

Earwics.—These insects often put in an 

appearance when the fruit is ripening, and gene- 
rally attack nectarines more than peaches. Their 

presence will soon be detected, for they will 

puncture the crowns or apex of the fruits, and 
so cause them to decay. There are two very 

simple but very good traps in which to catch 

these intruders. First, some pieces of soft news- 

paper can be folded up and placed round the 
stems and on the lower branches of the trees. 
The earwigs will crawl into the folds of the paper, 

and can be shaken out and easily destroyed. 

Secondly, some beanstalks can be placed on top 

of the pots and also about the tree, and the ear- 

wigs will crawl into these hollow stems, and can 

be shaken out and destroyed. 
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Peracu WEEviL.—This is a small beetle, which 

attacks the fruit much after the manner of the 
earwig—at night only. Hence night is the only 

time when it may be caught. 
apricots, apples, cherries, plums, and pears 

are all liable to be infested with a small grub 
during the first stages of growth. This grub is 
easily detected, as it generally shows itself in the 
young and tender leaves, and hides itself between 
two leaves or curls up in one leaf. It is also 

found in the flowers sometimes. There is but 

one effectual way of destroying this insect, viz. 
by picking them from the leaves or flowers and 

killing them. 
Ants are veryannoying and destructive insects, 

and should be closely watched. When fruit trees 
are in flower the ants will secrete themselves in 
the centre of the flowers and eat away a large 

number of stamens, thus depriving the flowers of 
the pollen which nature provides for fertilization ; 
and again, when the fruit is ripe, the ants will eat 

much of it if allowed to go on unchecked. The 

remedy against ants is as follows: Get a piece 
of soft chalk, or whiting, and rub it on the stems 

of the trees, making a ring all round the stems 
(and also the stake, should one be affixed to the 

tree) to the depth of 2 or 3ins. As long as this 
remains dry the ants will be quite unable to pass 

M 
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over it, owing to its being too slippery. In the 

event of the chalk becoming damp and sticky, 

the ant will easily pass over it. Watch this 
carefully, and renew the application whenever 

necessary. 
Minpvew.—This will sometimes show itself on 

peaches and nectarines, and I know of no remedy 
other than a little powdered sulphur, which should 

be dredged or sprinkled on the affected parts. 

Prevention is far better than cure, and if strict 

attention be given to instructions in the calendar 
with regard to syringing at night, no mildew will 

appear. 

The leaves of fruit trees in pots sometimes 
become yellow and sickly. This may originate 
from over-watering, or the absence of iron in the 

soil. ‘The remedy for this is a very simple one. 

Procure a little sulphate of iron from a chemist, 

and thoroughly dissolve $ oz. in 1 gallon of 

water, and water the affected trees once or twice 

a week with solution until the foliage improves 
and regains colour. 

GENERAL INTs. — Unless well versed in 

chemistry, it is better never to use chemicals in 

water when watering trees. ‘To destroy aphides 
do not use any strong insecticides. One of the 

best and safest is an infusion of quassia. This 

can be obtained from any chemist or horticultural 
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sundriesman. Use it in the following propor- 

tions: To 1 gallon of cold rain-water add 4 ozs. 

of quassia chips, and allow the chips to remain in 

the water for 86 or 48 hours; then strain the 

liquid from the chips, and in the liquid dissolve 
2 ozs. of “soft soap.” This liquid may be applied 

to the affected parts of the trees with a small 
painter’s brush. 

Another excellent remedy is the XL All 

liquid insecticide. The more effectual way of 
eradicating insects of all kinds is by using the 
XL All fumigator. 

{ would always recommend a good winter 
dressing, by well brushing the old wood and stems 
with quassia or the XL All insecticide for peaches, 
nectarines, apricots, and cherries. Care should be 

taken to dress the old wood only. It would be 

very risky to dress any of the young shoots of the 

last year’s growth, as many of the fruit buds would 

probably be much injured. 
The remedy to be applied for the destruction 

of any insects on the young wood of the above- 

mentioned trees, and also for plums, is a fumi- 

gating in their dormant stage. ‘This should take 

place just before any of the blossom buds com- 

mence to open. I would never advise the use 

of “tobacco paper,” as it is next to worthless, 

and does more harm than good; but I strongly 
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recommend the use of the XL All, or something 

equally good. 
It must not be thought that every tree will 

become a victim to each and every one of these 

pests, but every one should be on his guard, so as 

to be ready for battle, should the enemy appear. 
To be forewarned is to be forearmed ; and should 

the enemies appear on the scene, commence firing. 
Fumicatinc.—Whenever it is necessary to 

fumigate a house, a quiet night should be selected 
if possible. The trees should not be syringed the 

day on which the fumigating is to be done, and 

the damping of the borders and paths should also 
be withheld. 

Of course, the trees may be watered, should 

they require it, but even this ought to be done as 

early in the day as possible. 
The fumigating should always take place in 

the evening. About 5.15 or 5.30 is a good time 
to commence, unless the weather is very sunny, 

and then it might be deferred half an hour. The 

morning following, the trees should be well 

syringed, but not too heavily if only in the first 
stages of growth. 

The syringing will have the effect of cleansing 

the trees from the dead insects. 



CHAPTER VI 

A CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS IN THE UNHEATED 

HOUSE FOR EACH MONTH OF THE YEAR 

January.—The trees at this season will be in their 
winter quarters, with the pots covered. The only 

thing necessary is to open the ventilators when- 
ever weather permits. This remark is intended to 

apply to mild, or fairly mild weather, in fact, when 
it is not freezing. 

Do not fail to admit plenty of air into the 
house the whole of the day, but close the ventila- 

tors during the night, unless it be extremely mild 

weather, and then a little night air will help to 

retard the trees. 

About the middle of this month, if there is no 

frost, choose a nice mild day and remove covering 
material from the top of the pots only, and give 
all trees some water once only, as this will be suffi- 

cient till the following month. Should there be 

a reappearance of frost, recover the top of each pot 

at once. 

Frsrvary.—Ventilate freely whenever the 
85 
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weather is suitable and there is no frost. Give one 
more watering during the first week of this month. 
The pruning of the trees should be done from the 
middle to the end of this month, and another 

watering should be given (see pruning instructions, 
p. 43). 

Marcu.—The trees should now be arranged 

in the house, and placed in proper positions for the 

growing season. Water the treesonce a week, and 

ventilate freely all day, but close at night. It will 

be necessary to watch the weather this month, and 

in the event of the occurrence of frost, care must 

be taken to protect the blossoms. The trees will 

probably be in flower some time this month. They 

may be protected by the use of hot-water pipes, 

etc. There will be no necessity for a high tempera- 

ture during the flowering stage, as this would be 
more injurious than beneficial. The idea is simply 

to protect the trees when in flower. ‘This can be 

done safely by keeping the temperature of the 

house from 38° to 40° Fahr. aT NIGHT. 

Where the house is of good size, I would 

strongly recommend the addition of a suitable 

boiler, and a 4-in. hot-water pipe running round the 

house—simply one pipe on each side—to be used 

only during the time the trees are in flower. This 

will only be about three weeks or a month. The 

flow-pipe should always be on the north side of 
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the house. In small houses, hot-water pipes are 

notan absolute necessity, as there are various other 

means of supplying the required heat. Paraffin 
lamps, or stoves, may be used with advantage, but, 

where used, every care should be taken to ensure 

the wicks not being so high as to emit noxious 
fumes, which would be injurious, if not fatal, to 

the flowers of the fruit trees. 
Fire, or artificial heat, in the ordinary course. 

will only be needed at night. Unless there is severe 

frost during the day, do not use any artificial heat, 

as the sun will supply all that is required. 

«\s the trees come into flower it will be neces- 

sary to watch the fertilization of the flowers. Bees 

are undoubtedly the best fertilizers, and if a good 

nuinber visit the flowers daily, there will be no need 
to resort to artificial means. Should the weather 

be unfavourable for bees to leave their hives, then 

artificial means should be adopted. The flowers 
should be brushed daily, as lightly as possible, 
with either a hare or rabbit’s tail, or, which may 

answer better, a small camel’s-hair brush. The 

operation is a simple one. Just gather the pollen 
from the small-flowered peaches or nectarines and 

convey it to the large-flowered varieties. When 

the brush is full of pollen, take all the trees in 

rotation. 
Ventilate the house early in the morning, and 
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do not close till late in the afternoon, say from 5 
to 5.30, if the weather is warm. Always give a 

current of air if possible when trees are in flower. 
In the event of strong winds, open the ventilators 
on the opposite side to the wind, as far as is safe, 
and give a small amount only on the windy side, 

so as to avoid any stagnant air. But in warm and 
quiet weather open all ventilators as far as possible 
during the flowering stage. 

T have mentioned March as the month in which 

the trees come into flower, but of course seasons 

vary. Insome years the trees will probably flower 

earlier than others, but if the foregoing instructions 

are observed, they will apply to the flowering stage 

whenever it may be. 

Where apples, pears, or plums have been 

wintered out-of-doors, they should be carefully 

watched towards the end of this month, or during 

the early part of April. They should be placed 

indoors Just before they cone into flower, so as to 

protect them from frost. 

Apvrit.—The fruit will now be setting, or some 

of it set by this time, and great care should be 

taken not to increase the temperature too rapidly. 

«A temperature ranging from 45° to 50°, or 55° to 
60°, with ventilation, will be the best during this 

stage. 

I an perfectly aware that on some days, if it 
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is bright and sunny, the temperature will rise 
much higher than even 60°, but the only thing 

necessary is to ventilate freely, to keep the tem- 
perature as near as possible to the temperature 
specified. 

Watch the growth of trees, as insects often 

appear, especially green fly, during the early stage 
of growth. 

The best way to destroy them is by fumiga- 

tion, and the best and safest remedy is the XL 
All fumigator. This can be supplied by Mr. G. 
H. Richards, 234, Borough High Street, London, 

S.E., or through any horticultural sundriesman. 

It will probably be necessary to make the first 
thinning of the fruits during this month. It is 
best to do this with discretion, and not to be too 

severe at first, so my advice is, simply single out 

the fruits. 
With reference to watering during this month, 

give sufficient water as often as the trees require 
it. This will easily be ascertained by giving the 

pots a gentle tap; if the trees are dry, the pots 

will give forth a hollow or bell-like sound. 
Do not follow any fixed rule for giving water, 

i.e. so much per day, or two days, as this is a bad 

practice. Give water when it is needed, and then 

only. If the trees are putting forth young growth 

(which they probably will be), give a sight and 

N 
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gentle syringing each morning. ‘This will assist 

both trees and fruit in developing. 
May.—Watch the growth of trees, and if any 

of the shoots require pinching, see that this is 

done. 

The watering should be well attended to, for 
at this season of the year it will be quite safe to 
give a liberal supply when necessary. ‘The same 

rule will apply as mentioned in the previous month, 
only it will be advisable to watch the soil around 

the rims of the pots. Should the soil be found 
to be parting from the pots, fill up the space at 

once, using either the hook used for potting, or a 
pointed stick, for the purpose. This is an im- 

portant matter, for if the soil is allowed to part 

from the rim of the pot, the water will find a 
quick outlet through the space, and so the ball of 
soil will receive little or no water, and the result 

may be serious. 

This should be observed until the trees are 

surface-dressed. 

Let the watering be done in the morning, or 

not later than midday, and syringe in the morn- 

ing only. A slight sprinkle should be given to 

the borders and paths of the house when closing in 
the evening. 

A further thinning of the fruit will be needed, 

so remove all deformed and some of the smallest 
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fruits, but do not thin too severely. It is a good 
practice to take offa few fruits weekly. Of course, 

thinning of fruits only applies to cases where there 

is an abundance, for if there is a light, or very 

small crop, no thinning will be necessary. Too 

many should not be taken off at once. The final 

thinning should not take place until after the 

stoning. The best way to know when the stones 
are formed is to cut a few fruits, and if the stones 

are quite hard, then they are all right, and the final 

thinning should take place. 

The first surface-dressing may be applied when 

the fruits have attained the size of a small walnut, 

but not before. 

None of the soil from the pots should be re- 
moved, but place the compost, whatever it may 

be, on the top of the soil so that it comes about 
two inches above the rims of the pots. Leave a 

small hollow, or bowl-shaped space round the stem 

of each tree, as this makes the best receptacle for 

the water. 
Watch the weather during this month, and 

give ventilation early in the morning, when warm, 

allowing the temperature to range from 60° to 70°. 

Should it exceed this, ventilate freely, and close 

house at night. 

JunE.—Place out-of-doors all apples, pears, 

and plums that are not required to ripen their 
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fruit under glass. The best site for them is a 

sheltered position withasouth or south-west aspect. 

Each tree should have a stake affixed to it, as 

a protection against wind, ete. It is always best 
to plunge the pots to about three-fourths of their 

depths, or even up to their rims, placing some 

rough cinder ashes at the bottom of each hole for 
the pot to rest upon. By so doing the tree will be 

prevented from becoming water-logged. Apples, 
pears and plums, with the exception of the late 
varieties, will ripen very well out-of-doors. But 

in autumn it will be wise to place the late kinds 
under glass again, as the advantage will be two- 
fold. First, the fruit will be protected from the 

strong winds often prevalent during the month 
of October; secondly, the fruit will hang much 
longer on the trees, thus making their culture far 

more interesting. 
In the event of apples, pears, and plums hav- 

ing been grown in the same house as peaches and 

nectarines, the vacancies caused by their removal 

should be used for the peaches and nectarines, as 
they will succeed better if extra space is given 
them. 

Syringe peaches and nectarines every morning 

between the hours of six and eight o’clock, unless 

the weather be wet and cold. Also give ventila- 
tion before eight o’clock, weather permitting. 
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Assuming the weather to be warm and season- 
able, syringing may be done each night as well 

as in the morning. 
Although reference has been made in the pre- 

vious month to the final thinning of peaches and 

nectarines, it does not follow that thinning will 

always take place at the same time. Some seasons 
are much later than others. The final thinning 

must always be regulated by the season. 
An occasional watering with liquid manure 

may now be given, say once a week, but choose a 

bright day if possible for the purpose. 
The best liquid manures to my knowledge 

are, good stable manure, containing plenty of 

horse-droppings, or stable manure and cow-dung ; 

but of the two I should give preference to the 
first. 

A bag of soot tied somewhat loosely, but 

securely, should be placed in the liquid, and be 
well shaken before the liquid is used. By so doing 
the good properties of the soot will mix with the 

liquid, and help the foliage considerably. Com- 

mence by using 50 per cent. of the liquid ; later on, 

increase to 75 per cent. (in each case the remainder 

should be clear water), and as the season goes on 

the liquid may be used alone, if not too strong. 

The best way to find this out is to water one or 

two trees only each time, and watch the results. 
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Never use any urine, or clear liquid from a stable, 

as the result would be fatal. 

Juty.—The earliest varieties of peaches will in 

all probability be ripening now, and care should be 

taken not to syringe the ripe, or nearly ripe, fruits, 

as the water would damage them very much. 
It is a good plan to place all the early varieties 

together in one part of the house. This can be 
done either as they ripen, or when arranging the 
trees in the early part of the season. 

«As a remedy against red-spider, etc., keep the 
border underneath the ripe fruit well sprinkled, 

instead of syringing. This treatment will apply 

to all varieties as they ripen. 

Nectarines ripen a little later than peaches, 

but it will be necessary to treat them in the same 
manner during the ripening period. 

After the fruit is gathered from the early 

kinds, and also some of the mid-season varieties, 

the trees may be placed out-of-doors, in a position 
with plenty of light, and a south or as warm an 

aspect as possible. The trees should be plunged 
in the ground to the depth of two-thirds of the 
pots. A little rough cinder ash should be placed 

at the bottom of each hole when plunging, as 

this will assist drainage, and prevent the ingress 

of worms. 

The trees should be watered whenever dry 
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Just as though they were in the house, for it must 

be borne in mind that the foundation has to be 
laid for the next crop of fruit. 

The placing of some of the trees out-of-doors 

has the two following advantages :— 
First.— Additional space will be given to the 

trees remaining in the house. 

Secondly.—The trees out-of-doors will have 

the benefit of extra light and air, which will 
assist in ripening the wood and maturing the fruit 

buds. Let the house be freely ventilated during 

the day, and during warm weather give some 

night air also. This will add to the colour and 

flavour of the fruit ; in fact, it is a good plan to 

commence giving a little night air as soon as 

the fruit begins to colour. This remark should 
always apply to cherries and plums. 

Watch the watering carefully, and give suffi- 

cient water to each tree when dry. This may 
sometimes be two or three times daily. In each 

case the water given should be sufficient to pass 
through the ball of soil, and run out at the 

bottom of the pot freely. 

AvcGust.—During this month a large number 

of both peaches and nectarines will ripen their 

fruits. After the fruit has been gathered; it is 
not requisite that all trees be placed out-of-doors. 

Such is not the case, unless the house is wanted 
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for some other purpose, for a period not extend- 
ing over eight or ten weeks. 

As a safe guide, if one-third of the trees be 

removed from the house, there will be ample space 

for the remaining two-thirds. 

The late and unripe varieties should be 

syringed both morning and evening until they 

commence to ripen. All trees from which the 
fruit has been gathered should also be syringed 

in the same manner. 

Attend to the watering, and give a liberal 

supply to all trees both in and out-of-doors. 
Let the house be freely ventilated both day 

and night. 
SEPTEMBER.—The fruit will now have been 

gathered from a good many trees, and to these the 

syringe should be liberally applied both morning 
and evening, as mentioned in August. By so 
doing the fruit buds will be greatly assisted in 

their development, and red-spider, etc., will also 

be kept at bay. 

Let the trees be watered whenever dry, and 
let the house be ventilated as much as possible 
both day and night, exercising constant vigilance, 
so that in the event of early autumn gales, too 

much ventilation may not be given on the windy 
side of the house ; and let the ventilators be closed 

at night. This remark only applies to windy 
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weather. ‘Towards the end of the month—or 

very early in October—the soil for potting should 
be prepared. 

OcroBEr.—The potting should be done dur- 
ing this month, and it is always best to commence 
with the most advanced trees. ‘These will be the 

trees which have been placed out-of-doors. Let 

plenty of ventilation be afforded, as this will help 

to ripen the wood thoroughly. Water the trees 

once or twice a week during this month. 

NOVEMBER.—The potting of trees will pro- 

bably have been done by this time, but if any have 

not yet been potted, every effort should be made 

to complete that operation. 
It will be desirable to arrange trees in their 

winter quarters after they are potted. ‘The best 
method is to place them in single rows, as this will 

economize space. The best way of doing this is to 
place two of the tallest trees just far enough apart 
to admit a short one between them. The leaves 

should not be removed from the trees by pulling 

or cutting them off, as this is a bad and unwise 

practice. Use the syringe every morning (unless 
frosty),and this practice will suffice both as regards 
helping the leaves to fall, and also in assisting the 

development of the blossom buds. 

Should no frost appear, the newly potted 

trees, whether potted or top-dressed, should have 
9) 
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an occasional watering if the soil is dry, but the 
watering should be discontinued after the third 

week of this month. 

Watch the weather, and have covering mate- 

rials in readiness, should severe frost set in. Let 

the house be freely ventilated from morning till 

night, unless frosty. 
DrcEeMBER.—The best materials for covering 

trees are barley straw or meadow hay, but, of 

the two, the former is the best. Cinder ash is 

sometimes used as a covering, 7.c. the trees are 

massed together, and then the ashes are thrown 

against the pots, and also on top of the pots, 
to the extent of 2 or 8 or even 6 ins. above 
the rims; but I should never advise the use of 

ashes if either of the above-mentioned materials 

can be obtained. The covering of the trees 
during frosty weather should be performed in 

the following manner: Cover the pots to the 

extent of 1 ft. all round them, taking care to put 

plenty of the covering material between the spaces 
from pot to pot. Wedge this firmly in, to prevent 

frost passing through, and cover the tops of the 
pots to the extent of 9 ins. to 1 ft. This will be 
sufficient covering. 

Oak leaves and beech leaves form a good 

covering for trees out-of-doors in pots. All the 
hardy fruit are better wintered out-of-doors, if 
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placed in a sheltered position and well protected, 
.é. in the same manner as that recommended for 

trees in a house. 
Apricots, peaches, nectarines, and cherries 

should always be placed in the house after they 

are potted, and never allowed to remain out-of- 

doors during the late autumn or winter. 
Let no water be given to any trees during 

this month, and let no artificial heat be applied, 

as this would advance the growth of the trees. 

Whenever the weather is mild, and not frosty, 

let the house be freely ventilated. 



CHAPTER VII 

MISCELLANEOUS OBSERVATIONS 

Flavour—Gathering the fruit—Fruit trees for decorative purposes— 
Miscellaneous directions, ete. 

GATHERING THE rreit.—People have often as- 
tonished me by saying that fruit from pot trees 

is lacking in flavour. ‘This depends very much 
upon the conditions of growth, and also the 
gathering of the fruits. 

Reference has already been made to the con- 

ditions of the growth of trees, but no mention 
has been made as to the best time for gathering 

the fruits. This should take place some hours 

after the trees have been watered; c.g. if the 

watering has been done in the morning, the fruit 

should be gathered in the afternoon, or vice versd. 

If the fruit can be gathered during sunshine, so 
much the better. Never allow the fruit to remain 

on the trees until it is over ripe; rather gather it 

a day or two earlier, and allow it to ripen off the 

tree. 

If these instructions are followed, the flavour 

of the fruit will be greatly assisted and improved. 
100 
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FRUIT TREES FOR DECORATIVE PURPOSES.— 
Fruit trees in pots are undoubtedly one of the 

most useful things for decorative purposes, espe- 
cially for table decoration. For years it has been 

a matter of the greatest surprise to me that they 

are not more extensively grown for that purpose. 

Nothing can be more beautiful than a peach, 

nectarine, cherry, or plum tree growing in a pot, 
laden with beautiful and fine-coloured fruit. 
Surely such trees are worthy to grace any table / 

It would afford pleasure to the guests to gather 

the fruit from the trees instead of taking them 
from the dessert dishes. 

The temporary transfer of the trees from the 

glasshouse to the dining-room would not injure 

them in the least. The day following they 
could be again returned to their former positions, 

none the worse for the little excursion save being 
denuded of their fruits. 

Apples and pears, though less imposing, are 
equally adapted for decoration. 

MiscELLANEOUS DIRECTIONS.— Do not make a 

practice of putting all sorts of bedding and other 
plants in the house, and so converting it into a 
hospital for all sorts of patients ; but make the 
right use of it by growing the proper trees in it— 

and grow them well. 

In the early part of the season, when the trees 
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are arranged in the house, the introduction 

of a few double German wallflowers in pots, 

or a few bulbs such as hyacinths, tulips, and 

the like, may be permitted, as they would add 

to the beauty of the house, and help to attract 
the bees. Again, in autumn, if the pot trees 

are placed close together, a few chrysanthe- 

mums might be grown in the vacant part of 
the house. But always remember never to sacri- 

fice the pot trees for the sake of other plants or 

flowers. 
Where reference is made to temperature it is 

intended to apply to the day temperature only. 
The night temperature in cool houses, of course, 

can be decided by one thing only, viz. the 

weather. 

Always secure as much rain-water as possible, 
as this is invaluable for syringing. 

Avoid using strong liquid manures, especially 

urine, and also strong artificial manures, such as 
guano, nitrate of soda, and the like. 

Never keep a house closed when trees are in 

flower, but ventilate freely, whether the house be 
a cold house or a forcing house. ‘This should be 

strictly observed. 
Vines and roses should never be grown with 

peaches, nectarines, and apricots, as they never 

succeed when grown together. 
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aA SUPPLEMENTARY Lisr or Dessert APPLES, 

Pears, PLuMs, AND CHERRIES. 

This list contains the choicest varieties of 

fruit for dessert, and those best adapted for pot 

culture, arranged as nearly as possible in the 

order of their ripening. 

4 pples. 

Mr. Gladstone. 

Beauty of Bath. 

Rivers’ Early Peach. 
Lady Sudeley. 
Red Astrachan. 

William’s Favourite. 

Benoni. 

Devonshire Quarrenden. 

Kerry Pippin. 

Mother. 

Washington. 

Ribston Pippin. 

Cox’s Orange Pippin. 
King of the Pippins. 

Scarlet Golden Pippin. 

Melon. 
Mannington’s Pearmain. 
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King of ‘Tompkin’s County. 
Reinette du Canada. 

Buckingham. 

Pears. 

Jargonelle. 

Clapp’s Favourite. 
Dr. Jules Guyot. 

William’s Bon Chrétien. 

Beurre d’Amanlis. 

Souvenir du Congres. 
Madame Treyve. 

Marguerite Marillat. 

Beurre Superfin. 
Beurre Hardy. 

Fondante d’Automne. 

Louise Bonne of Jersey 

Thompson’s. 

Parrot. 

Gansel’s Bergamot. 

Conseiller de la Cour. 

Marie Louise. 

Conference. 

Magnate. 

Pitmaston Duchess. 

Doyenne du Comice. 

Durondeau. 
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Marie Louise d’Uccle. 

Duchesse d’Angouléme. 

Princess. 

Beurre Diel. 

Beurre Bachelier. 

Beurre d’ Anjou. 
Winter Nelis. 

Josephine de Malines. 
Nouvelle Fulvie. 

Olivier de Serres. 

Plums. 

The Czar. 
Blue Rock. 

Early Transparent Gage. 

Oullin’s Golden Gage. 

Mallard. 

Denniston’s Superb. 
McLaughlin’s Gage. 

Green Gage. 
Belgian Purple. 
Golden Esperen. 
Bryanston Gage. 

Jefferson. 
Reine Claude du Comte Atthems. 

Kirke’s. 
Transparent Gage. 

p 
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Late Transparent Gage. 

Monarch. 

Golden Transparent Gage. 

Reine Claude de Bavay. 

Late Orange. 

Coe’s Golden Drop. 
Grand Duke. 

Cherries. 

Belle de St. Tronc. 

Guigne Annonay. 
Early Rivers. 

Semis de Burr. 

Elton. 

Frogmore Bigarreau. 
Governor Wood. 

Bedford Prolific. 

Black Circassian. 

Reine Hortense. 

White Bigarreau. 

Florence. 

Bigarreau Noir de Guben. 

Geante d’Hedelfingen. 
Monstreuse de Mezel. 

Emperor Francis. 

Late Black Bigarreau. 

Bigarreau Napoleon. 



EXPLANATORY NOTES TO PLANS 

Pian No. 1.—This is the end elevation of a 

house 18 ft. wide, of any length. 
From bottom course of bricks to plate, 5 ft. 

From ground to apex, 10 ft. Door, 7 ft. by 3 ft. 

with one upright bar above panel for glass. 
On p. 6 reference is made to the lever as 

being the best ventilating gear. No section of 

lever is shown in plans of house, for obvious 

reasons. Many horticultural builders have their 

own patent levers, and would prefer to use them. 

Under these circumstances, the form of lever 

had better remain an open question. 

Puan No. 2.——-This is a section of house show- 

ing the columns, which are 2 ins. in diameter ; also 

the cross tie-irons, 2 in. in diameter. 2-in. T iron 

to run in centre of roof the whole length of house 

on each side. Columns will fit into T iron. 

Pian No. 3.—This is a ground plan of house 

50 ft. long, 18 ft. wide, showing 9-in. brickwork, 
door-posts, door, and position of columns. 

Puan No. 4.—This is the side elevation, facing 
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south, and showing position of top ventilators, and 
also the arrangements of posts, starting with a 

2-in. post from corner posts, and then 3-in. posts 
alternately. Also showing front ventilators the 
length of every fourth post. 

Puan No. 5.—This is a bird’s-eye view of roof, 

showing position of top ventilators on each side. 

Note.—The rafters of the house are 1J ins. wide 

and 43 ins. deep. The size of rebate is } in. 
by 3 in, 
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